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;--PRODT'S HYP01'IfESIS.

\VrNsToN,

O R tnany y~ars philosophers
were inclined to believe in the
unity of matter. The various bodies
which affect our senses were regarded
as being only its different manifestations, whose diversity depended on a
greater or less degree of condensation.
IVIr. Graham, who had speculated
much on the constitution of matter,
admiued that chemical atoms were
made of num berless smaller particles,
which he called lfttillates. These Ultimates possessed vibratory movements,
the length of whose wave in one body
varied fro:n its length in another.
The difference cf these vibrations
would determine the degree of condensation, and consequently the properties of the elements; so that in
order to iran-form 'one element into
another, it would suffice to change
the vibration of the Ultimates, Hence
the lifedrearn of the alchemist, as to
the transm utation of base metals into
gold and silver; · might indeed have
become a reality,

F
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Mental Philosophy.)

The idea of the unity of matter was
readily accepted by scientists as a
plausi ble hypothesis : and 'we cannot
deny (I) that it would have accounted
well for the fact that gravity attracts
all bodies equally, and (2) would have
thrown light on the obscure questiou
of the formation of the planetary systern.

About the beginning of this century, Prout endeavored to give the
theory a scientific basis; holding that
the atomic weights of all the elements
are exact rnultiples of that of hydrogen, and consequently that all known .
elernents are only so many polymeric
bodies of hydrogen.
The solution of the question was
very difficult; 'at" least in regard to the
high atom ic weights,
The adopted '
unit being very small, it was very difficult . to determine accurately whether the differences met with in this
determination, \"ere owing to the
falsity of the theory, or to certain
inaccuracies of manipulation. Take
lead, for instance" the atomic weight
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of which is said to be 207 . Now we
may question whether its atomic
weight is realty 207, or 206:75, the
0 25 being due to er~'ors in the analysis.
As the methods of analysis became
more perfect, the causes of uncertainty diminished: and it soon became
app~: cnt that the theory of Prout wasinexact. "But chemists who had been
led astray by the fascinating idea of
the unity of matter, could not be
induced to give it up entirely, preferring to adopt the alternati ve of tryi ng
to modify it.
Dumas, in a pamphlet published
in the year 1859, admitted that the
atomic weight of all the elements were
exact multiples of that of hydrogen '
by 1: 050, or I: 0.25. From that time
the question seemed resolved in favor
of Prout, whose theory is independent of the size of the unit. But in
~ 860, Professor Stas published his
Researches on 1V~lr~gen, Chlor.ne, Sulphur,' Potassium, Lead and Silver,
These researches were carried on
with a p~eci~ion which has never been
equalled by any scientist' before ,or
since. They led him to the conclusion that "no con11110n divisor exists
,between the weig-hts of the elements
that unite to form definite cornhinations; consequently that the theory of
Prout is mere illusion."
Marignac endeavors to refute Stas,
not .by calling in question the accu racy of any of his analytical researches, but by saying that the nitrate of
silver used by Stas 1Jzzghl not contain
the elements in the rigorous propor~
tions of the atomic weights, and that
if so the most exact methods of analysis and synthesis would always give
wrong results.

IOct.'

l\Iarignac hereby threw a don bt
upon the whole of chemistry; for
chemistry is based upon the law of
Nor was his
definite proportions.
doubt without foundation. The fixity
of composition of stable COIn binations was - sufficiently well pro\ren;
but it was not equally well proven
that the ratios in weight which -the
elements keep in one combination
remained the sarne in other combinations 'm ade by the same elements,
Stas acknowledged that this law' was
not Lased on rigorous experiments:
, and consequently the doubt of Marignac was quite reasonable.
'The continued discussion of the
hypothesis of Prout, now caused the
question of the invariability of the
ratios in which the elements combine
to Le raised. If they combine in an
invariable ratio, the hypothesis of
Prout is fal-e : for it does not agree
with the results obtained from precise'
experiments.
Stas resolved these '
questions, in 1863, in two pamphlets,
111 one he proves the constancy of
com position 01 the stable compounds,'
whilst in the other he shewsthe invariability of the ratios in weight of the elements that Iorm chemical combination.
In athird pamphlet Professor Stas
controls again the atomic weights of
Nitrogen, Potassium, Sodium, Silver,
etc., basing his argument on the transformation of chlorides into nitrates
Awarding to the law of the chernicaj'
proportions, its due requirements, the
difference existing between the weight
of a molecule of chloride, and one '
of nitrate, must be constant, provided ':
the atomic weights of each element
be determined with accuracy. Now :
it results from experiments, that by:

·181'1·1

"jllauz'a:se. Honle."

adopting .the numbers calculated according to Prout's hypothesis, for the
atomic weights of potassium, sodium;
lithium, Iead, silver, etc., this difference is not constant, whereas ZllS so if
the calculation be made with the
atomic weights drawn directly from
experi Inents.
Professor Stas, after imm ense labor,
and ~Tery accurate experiments, arri ves. at the conclusion that hydrogen
being equal to I, oxygen 13 equal to '
~5.9co: silver
. .107.66°.; nitrogen
=-14,004; bromine ==79.75°; chlorine
== 35.368; ,ioJ ine :- 126.533; lithium,
== 7.0 0 4; potassiurn == 39 0t O ; anJ .
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so Iium:": 22.980.
Professor Stas, by the most untirinJ labo :', h15 given a SOlid experim ental basis to th e chemical laws,
which un til ' lately were admitted
rather through intuition than direct
procf H '~ o verthows entirely the
hypothesis of Prou t. Those scientists
who wish to believe in the unity of
m atter, naturally dislike this result :
but facts are facts; and one cannr t
answer them by reasoning, but Blust
bJW. d own to th em.
"In science,"
says S ~. C ,aire D rville, "if you pretend
to tLU1.;fo ~-lTI th ~0 ;'ie3 in to religion, I
beco :ne an atheist."

"l\1A.UVAISE I-IO~TE."
(BY

J.

P. ROWE.)

':?h wad som~ pO\~'er the giflie gie us
I usee oursel s as ithers see us , .
1t wad frae many a blunder free us
. "
And fool ish notion .
\\ hat airs in dress and gait \\ ad lea' us !_._o,

1
'

N this analytical age, . when man's
heart and brain are being ruthlessly taken to pieces like so much
clockwork, and examined as though
they were nothing, more than ingenious pieces of mechanism wherein
might be found the hidden 'springs of
human a~tion,. · I .supPQse. we shall
soope,r ~r later learn to what partieu ...
lar group .of nerves we are indebted
for that un,c<?!Ufortable sensation called so happily by the French '.'l\Iau~

vaise Honte," and .. so inelegantly
translated by us into "false shame j't-sfor the word auieuiardness does not
really luean the same thing.
Is it not odd by the way that a people like the English, always afflicted
with a chronic uneasiness when called
upon suddenly to display themselves
in public, should be obliged to borrow from their elegant and self-possessed neighbors, the only term which
adequately describes their calamity ? I
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wishfrom my heart 't hey could tell us
whence comes the absurdity they so
neatly characterize, and why it is
that a poor . fellow who would coo'ly
and deliberately face a lion or a bear,
feels a hot flush stealing over his face
and a cold shudder running down his
spinal marrow, and a sudden weakness pervading his knees, and an insane desire possessing him to ,wrench
off his waistcoat buttons, and to tear
asunder his unoffending pocket-handkerchief, directly he stands in front
of an audience composed of creatures
no more terrible in kind : than himself!
vVe smile sarcastically whenever
we witness an exhibition of this kind;
yet we have a lurking consciousness
all the time, that we should act just
as unaccountably oursel ves, if placed
in similar circumstances, But it is
only when a man is actually weighed
in the balance. that his full ability
for making himself utterly contemptible, is brought vividly before him.
There's my college ChUlTI, Jones;
as good and kind hearted a fellow as
ever lived, and who certainly has no
conceit about himself;' yet who never
suspected how much he ' would be
found wanting when he entered the
scales. He is a country youth, to fortune and to fame unknown: but bent
upon distinguishing himself, which he
.succeeded in doing, much sooner
than with his own very moderate idea
of his talents he had calculated upon
-and in a very unexpected way too
-and on his very first appearance in
public.
Listen!
He is about to speak.
Jones and I havesometimes laughed '
ourselves nearly into fits at the various

[Oct.
mishaps of would -be orators; but now
I am laughing alone; for I am looking at jones as he comes upon the
stage for the first time, to speak a
piece at our college Commencement.
He has been elaborately trained for
the occasion, but all to no purpose ;
for just 100k at poor Jones now!
Alas, alas! What blind infatuation
has caused him to habit himself In
that very long-tailed coat? And. hav ing been so foolish as to put it on,
why on earth cannot he let if alone?
See! All -the time he is talking, he
is busily engaged in roiling up its
flaps; and he never rests till he has
them tightly coiled about his hips,
Then he suddenly becomes aware
that by thus doing away with his
coat-tails, and standing with arms
akimbo, in a jacket, he has somehow
aggravated that ill-tempered looking
poodle which has just escaped from
his mistress's lap, ann seated himself
in frC?nt of the stage. Hark! I--Ie
certainly hears the animal growling 1
At this terrible idea a cold perspiration breaks out on his forehead, he
drops the thread of his discourse and
his coat-tails simultaneously , and the '
dog growls again: sC? that he feels he
cannot please him any way.
And now he has a miserable presentiment that the animal will gradually become more and more enraged, and that presently there will
some dreadful catastrophe which he
will be powerless to prevent. The
sword of Damocles is, so to speak,
suspended above his head; but he IS '
host at this "feast of reason ;" so he
must continue with his "flow of soul ;"
and he stam mers on -with his speech,
which is on the Indian ·q uestion and

be
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across the . stage and disappears f om
contains a sovereign cure for the
view, dragging along with him th~
bad habits of the red savages, until
unwilling dog, ' whose feet are planted
he begins to describe their manners
in
an attitude of resistance on the
and customs,
boards, while his teeth still remain
This is the climax,
I-Ie likens
firm ly em bedded in the left leg of
them erecting their habitations to
Jones' trousers.
foxes burrowing in the ground. All
If the world is' never tired of laud' th is time he has been industriously
ing Galvani and Volta for discoverfolding up and unfolding his coat, but
now in the enthusiasm of the mo- , ing the reason of the twitchings in a
dead frog's hind lim bs, what praise
ment, forgetting the dog, and wishing
to illustrate] the fox's actions, he sudwi 11 it not bestow upon the hal 'PY
denly lets go his coat and begins , discoverer of the secret cause of that
pawing the air; whereupon the dog
malicious impulse which compels
poor human beings thus to distort
jU111PS u:~) and seizes him by the leg,
themselves, directly they lose their
the audience break into loud and
'p re sen ce of mind!
prolonged laughter, and poor ones,
turning his back upon them all, flies

J

IS REBELLION LA \VFU L ?
(S. \V.

E

\VHITE,

VE RYONE

recollects having
been told, in the days of his
childhood; that it was his duty to
practise obedience; and some, perhaps, may remcm bel' also how em-phatically disagreeable to their senses
were some of the , arguments used to
convince them of the truth of the
precept.

1VTany a child, indeed, has been led
to believe that it is the young and
weak alone who are compelled to
1~u bm it to authority, and has longed

A.B.)

for the day when he would no longer
obey but be obeyed. Such delusions,
however, must always have teen
brief; for, no sooner does the human
Blind heco~e capable of comparing
ideas and reasoning ut:0n them, than
it perceives, not only that obedlence
is the law of the universe, but that if
such were not the case, the whole
creation would be reduced to chaos.
The preservation of order, then, is
the great end of government; and
for the attainm ent of this end la "'S or

ro«.
rules of conduct are prescribed by the
proper authority.
But the mere enacting of laws is
not sufficient ; obedience must be
paid to them before the desired result
~order-can be reached.
There
111ay be in a government both wisdom and goolncss ; but unless there
is also power, obedience cannot be
enforced; nor, consequently, can
order be preserved.
But if it be true that the preservation of order is the great end of govern merit, it m ust be no less true that
submission to the ' established law is
the duty of all good men; unless, lJldeed, II. al Iato demands s01Jletht'ng cbV10US!V wrong.
The laws of nature, being the production of Him who is infinitely per fect: cannot of course contain any
Hence they can
imperfections.
never command 11S to do wrong, and
therefore should al ways be obeyed.
But this cannot be said of human
]l\\"S; for proceeding as they do .fron)
an irnperfect source, it is not -lmpossible that their commands should be
erroneous, nay, actually pernicious.
Therefore we are forced to concl ude
that there HJa)' be occasions when the
mandates of those above us would not
merit our obedience.
'E very child well knows that "it is
his duty to honor and obey his parents; and " if he should ever be
unfortunate enough to feel conscientiously bound to refuse COlD pliance
with their wishes, his reasons for so
doing should be strong indeedshould be such as absolutely convince
his mind. And similar to this is
the relationship existing between the
citizen, or subject, as the case n1ay

be, and the State .
In every government there muir
bet r ) legislative, (~) judie al and (3)
executive
departments-e-in
other,
words a po"-er to male laws, a powe r
to construe them , and a power to
enforce them . Sometimes. (as is the '
case in absolute monarchies) all these
powers are united; and sometimes
(as in repll blics) they are distinct;
but, however this nlay be, it still remains true that the-re are in every
government the three powers above
enumerated,
Now it is to one or
more of these departments - that all.
disputed questions regarding- the
rights of tho se within the jurisdiction
of such governnlent, shou ld be sub...
mitted for determination ; and, except
in tho,e instances to which we shall
hereafter allude, the conclusion arriv ed at by such department or departments, ought to be considered as
final-as placing the mooted point
beyond the reach of controversy.
The man who acts in opposi.ion to
such a decision places himself in a
position analogous to that of a child
who disobeys his parents. The fact
of his having violated a command
given by competent authority, having
been proven, all presutTI ptions 'are
against him ; and the onus of giving a
satisfactory explanation of his conduct lies with him. Hence we assert
that when a man decides to disobey
the mandates of his government, he
should have the "ery strongest reasons
for so doing.
Not very long ago it was argued by rnany, who" ought to havo
known better, that the com mands
of the ruling power should always
Le obeyed.
But the thea,y r f

Is Rebellion Lawful?
govertnental infallibility is no longer
advocated; and since its overthrow
there have been fewer revolts against
lawful authority than at any antecedent
,p e riod - a fact sufficient in itself ' to
demonstrate the utter fallacy of the
"\vh0 le doctrine. The idea that the
citizen owes everything to the governrncntand the governnlent nothing
to the citizen, is an exp'oded piece
of sophis trv. 1'0 place the 'citize n
under any obligation to the ruling
power, the latter must protect him in
his rights. Where there is no protection there can be no valid claim to
obedience] and a _fort 01'1: when oppression takes the place 'o f protection,
obedience cannot, with iany shadow
of reason, be demanded.
And, going further, we assert that
where a government declines to make
use of its rightful powers for the bene fit of the people; or, arrogating to
itself powers which do not belong to
it, uses such powers to their detriment ; it forfeits its claim to the obedience of those who are injured by
such inaction, or by such unwarrantable assum ption of 'power.
But; granlt'llg that a government
has erred, it by no means follows that
forci ble resistance is the proper remedy. "1'0 justify actual resistance, the
injury consequent upon the wrong or
.wro ngs committed, must be great, ex tended and apparent, All the proper
tribunals must have been appealed
to. And further, those . who resolve
upon resistance should be satisfied
not merely that the course they are
about to pursue will afford then! the
desired relief, but that milder measures would fail to cure the evil.
Individ ual hardships can never
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justify rebellion .
Therefore admittin~ that a man has some real cause'
of grievance, with rejard either to his
person or to his property, arid that he
appeals to the tribunals having cognizance of such cases, and that a
decisi on is rendered which is adverse
to his interest, it would certainly be
the height -o f folly to say that he has
a right to refuse com pliance with that
decision ; because' if he applied the
test , above : indicated, he would at
once perceive that the wrong was .n ot
of sufficient magnitude to Justify such
a mode of procedure, and that resistance; 'especia lly if successful, would
tend to establish the erroneous notion that everyone has a right to
interpret the laws of the country as:
he Inay sec fit, and in such a manner
as to suit his own case-~l. plan which
has been actually adopted by nearly
all non-Catholics with reference to
the interpretation cf the Diuine law ,
but which for some reason best known
to themselves, they respectfully decline
to introduce into .secular affairs.
That occasions do arise, however,
w hereon
resistance to those. above us
.
becomes a duty cannot be questioned.
If all governments were conducted
in the proper manner, if judicial tribunals were never controlled by;
wicked men, if rulers were never actuuted by am bitious or sordid motives,
in fine, if it were impossible for governments to do wrong, then indeed
we should be bound to yield becomi ng subm ission to all their mandates.
But governments have erred, and
will err again: rulers and judges have
united in depriving innocent men of
their property and even of their lives;
and the historical annals of the . most

Is R i!bellt'oJ1, Latrful?
enlightened nations arford numerous
examples of atrocious persecutions,
bo.h religious and political; of prostitu.e I abilities: of knowledge used
for the propagation of error; and of
.ho no ra ble positions debased by dishonorable practices. Of the truth of
these statements there can be no
doubt. The judiciary of Great Britain, for instance, has, long been her
proudest boast ; and yet there was a
time when things were different; for
the celebrated Francis Bacon, when
he was held to answer before the assem bled Peers upon the charge of
having, when Lord Chancellor, accepted bribes, answered, . ' I do plainly and i ngen uously confess that I am
'guilty of corruption, and do renounce
all defence."
It would be true,
moreover, to state that the history of
11103t nations affords a far greater
number of in-tances of unlawful exer- :
cise of power 0:1 the part of tbe government than does that .of England.
It is evi.lent, therefore, from practice as well as from theory, that there
have been and ll1ay be cases when
resistance to authority is not only our
right, but our dU(J'.
We have said that the means ernplayed in such cases, to obtain relief,
siould not be more severe than neHistory furnishes Inany
cessary.
instances of terrible misgovernment,
and of fearful revolutions caused ,by
it; and it seen1S indeed to be generally the case that when subjects having good cause for ~o, doing, become
exasperated enough to rebel against
the ruling power, they are , seldom
able to stop at the right point. They
draw no dividing line beyond which
they are not to tread.

IO:t.

That Charles 1. of England violated
the British Constitution an.l arrogated
'to himself powers to which he hid
no valid claim , has never, we think,
been successfully-i-seldom seriously
~:.lenied.
yT et the justice of his
execution is, to say the least, very
questionable. That Poland is an
oppressed nation, and would be justified in rebelling if she had a reasonable chance of succes-, is commonly
conceded. Yet we are very 111 uch
afraid that if the tables were turned
the Pole would prove a severer mastel' than the Cassack. For notwithstanding that the ' saying "Revenge is
sweet" is unchristian and pernicious,
nations have generally, in practice,
accepted it as correct. \Ve say (l{enerali», forthere havebeen some glorious exceptions. Hence it is that 'if,
after having carefully considered the
question, ~n all it'; bearings-e-after
having portrayed to himself the enormitv of the offence committed hy
those who, without just cause, revolt \
.against lawful authority-the oppressed concludes that it is hi", duty and
his rig-ht to disobey the oppressors, he
should not forget that the moment he
oversteps the bounds of moderation
he will be as guilty as those against
whom he is struggling.
But if those who transform what
might' have been a , benefit into a
political evil, or who even lessen the
good results flowing trorn a well
meant effort, are to be condemned,
what shall we say of tho se who set
out with the avowed intention of overturning society and government, and
establishing COJJ1JJ1UlllSJJl (which is real1)' but another name for anarchy) upon;
its ruins? True, what shall we say of

Is
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these? We confess our inability to
deal with such criminals adequately;
for we feel that language is i ncom petent to the task of portraying their
unrivalled infamy,
These revolutionists call themselves
{'patriots :" enough, in itself, to establish their villainy; for he who is a
true patriot never boasts of his virtues.
They hate the rich; for they have no
property . themselves.
They detest
the virtuous: for they live but to '
practise vice. " Upon well conducted
government~ they declare open war;
for the well conducted g overnment is
just, and the communists' whole system is founded upon znjustice.
To these-the knaves and fools of
society-we should leave c ommunism
and its attendant horrors, and quietly
obey the laws of our country until
they become so burdensome that their
injustice is self-evident.
And, even
then, we should have recourse, in the
first instance, to the remedies provided by law, and aiuiavs use the mildes:
means for ob/ali1ing redress.
As long as men live in a country
governed by good laws they should
obey those laws in every partidular.
We do not believe in taking the law
into our own hands.
'''Ie have heard people say that
"when a crime has been committed,
and the perpetrator of it is well
known, there can be nothing wrong
in applying punishment in a summary manner." This is altogether a
communistic argument. 'That it is
fallacious . might readily be shown;
but we think it unnecessary to dwell
at length upon the subject. If the
laws of the land declare that a person
accused of crime shall not be punish-

Lawful?
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ed until he has been legally tried and
convicted. he is entitled to be so
tried; and no man should pass judgment upon him until he has been so
convicted. He who takes the law
into his own hands instead of leaving
the administration of it to the proper
tri bu nals, not only sets at defiance a
po sitive enactment, but violates the
fundamental doctrines of social science. If he be an alien, he disregar-ds that princi ple of international
jurisprudence which makes every
man amenable to the rules of conduct prescribed by the government
within the jurisdiction of which he
resides; and if he be a citizen, sworn
to abide by , the laws of his country,
he adds perjury to his already great
crime.
We hold, then, that obedience to
lawful authority is the duty of every '
man. We have endeavored to show
that such obedience is consistent with
reason, and that the knave and fool
alone are its foes. He who disregards properly established authority,
and takes upon himself the administration of justice, should remember,
before he steps too far, that he is following in the track of those abandoned wretches who are rernem bered
only on account of the enormity of
their offences, and whose names have
becorn e the synonyms of all that is
wicked and detestable; that unless he
stop or be stopped in his career 0 f
destruction, anarchy will be the
necessary result of his efforts. And
better were it for the nation that is
torn asunder by the conflicting horrors of anarchy, that it had yielded
abject submission to the mandates Of
the worst of tyrants.

·5°
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l\ BERLIN GENIUS.
(JAME.S

TI.

CAMPBELl., A.~1.)

N a small room of a dingy build- was evidently the thoughtin his mind
ing in an obscure quarter of the of a possibility which the future might
royal city of Berlin, sat Hans Wildenevolve into realization.
stein, reading and re-reading some
His garb co 111 ported well in aparticle in the newspaper which he pearance with the emaciated form
held in his hand; with an intensity of which it scantily covered. It was of
interest seldom awakened by ne\Ys~a a material befitting a man of taste
per productions.
and affluence, but had long since been
Thin and haggard as he was, and
worn threadbare, and in several plawith abundant streaks of gray in his ce~ there . were evidently traces of
scant hair, an injudicious observer rents which had been neatly rewould have been loth to believe that
paired by the nece ssitous owner ;
less than fifty winters had spent their but not even hzs ingenuity could so
fury on the earth since he carne into
disguise its look of shabby gentility, as
it; but nul' personal inquiries revealto prevent its betraying his utter de sed the fact that it was not age, but titution. long-continued and desperate strugThe room in which poor Hans sat
gles with poverty-struggles in which , was as desolate and gloomy as the
he was ever being worsted-which
A single
heart of its occupant.
had attenuated his fonn and whitened small window admitted all the light
his locks.
1-1 is eyes still retained thnt ever carne into the cham ber.
something of their brightness and in- Furniture there was none, except a
tellectual fire, but they had a sunken chair which at times did service as a
and unnatural appearance, not infre - washstand, a plain table, and a tottering bedstead. No carpet covered the
quently the case with those into
whose homes grim-vi saged want has floor; no pictures adorned the walls;
found an entrance.
Yet he was but piled up in one corner were
young. Scarcely had he entered ·upon sundry well executed oil paintings and
his thi rtieth year.
Suffering had sketches-c-his own handiwork-hopelessly waiting to be framed . Scattermade him seem prematurely old , and
had given an .habitually sad expres- ed about here and there, were rough
models of various kinds of mechanision to his face.
A! the moment of which we write, cal apparatus; and on the table lay
many well thurnbed volumes of scihowever, his sharp features had put
on an aspect almost of cheerfulness, ence, history and general literature;
and his eye flashed out what seemed while lying neglected on the floor
a faint hope of something better than beneath the table, were piles of
had recently fallen to his lot. There manuscripts, the children of his

A Berl/n (len/us.
brain; and letters in bundles, among
which were to be found tnany from
some of the most illustrious savants
of Europe.
Here Hans had been eking out a
miserable existence for years by giving lessons in In .idern languages and
in other branches of a polite and liberal education. "T hrough some fatality attending him nearly all of his
pupils had gradually fallen away from
him , and for some time previous it
had been a mystery to the .fe w who
knew hirn , how he kept himself in
existence. 'roo proud to beg, he .
was gradually but surely siarv/ng 10
death.
Nothing but the power of all
indomitable \\ ill had preserved the
vital spark so long within him.
But 0:1 this morning us he reads
again and again the short notice upon
which his fascinated eye rests, he almost furgets his abject misery-so
pleasing is the day dream to which
he abandons himself
What is the purport of the words
which produce in him such exhilaration of "feeling? All announcement
that, four months from the date
mentioned therein, an award will be
made in the Grand Hall of the Gewandhaus for prize essays, as follows:
For the best essay on a metaphysical SUbject, two hundred "thalers;
For the best essay on astronomy,
two hundred thalers;J
For the best essay on the history
of the middle ages, two hundred thalers:
"For the best poem, five hundred
thalers;
For the best romance, five hundred thalers,
Following the above were the con-
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ditions to be complied with hy the
COIn petitors.
Here, then, was a possibility opened to him; of replenishing his empty
purse.
Here was at least a chance of suecess to stimulate hill}, and he bravely
determined to enter the lists.
In ceaseless and unremitting toil
the months passed away; and the day
on which the awards were to be
given approached.
:The thin form of Hans became
still thinner, the pale cheek paler,
the ''leary step still more laggard;
but he unswervingly worked on.
He denied himself even necessary
food that he might save from the .
miserable pittances that carne to him
the wherewithal to purchase the Inaterials for his literary labors. Late
into the night did he pursue his task,
and the ll1erry lark, exam plar of earlyrising, was not stirring in the gray
dawn before he had resumed it.
At length the great day arrives,
and the splendid hall of the Gewandhaus is filled at all early "hour with
an eager and attentive multitude.
Our friend Hans is there among
them; bnt the pallid face and lustreless :eyes betray no sigu of anticipated success, H is work is in the hands
of the Judges. He is conscious of
having done the utmost that was possible for him. He has striven faithfully; and, to himself, pitilessly; but
the never relaxing tension of body
and brai n has been too great; and
now-that he seats himself in the Gewandhaus; he is scarcely capable of
noting the result of his efforts. He
only knows dimly that the grave
judges, in their imposing robes, have

A Berln: Gallus.
than before, Hans presents himsel
before the Judge, and receives, with
strange apathy, his award.
Then cernes the fifth and last of
the awards. Wi'l this also be decreed
to him? He rouses himself to a
misty perception that all but one are
in hIS grasp, and that that one is now
about to be ' adjudged; and as much
as is possible for a spirit so utterly
worn out, he longs that his almost
superhuman efforts ,111ay be rewarded
by the possession of this prize also.
Now for the first time he exhibits
something like animation, and (seemingly) ' fixes the attention of eye, ear
STEIS.
and soul upon the President It is
Hans hearing his name thus loudly
called, torpidly realizes his position, the Prize R?mance which is being
and slowly struggles to his feet. The announced. ' He hears the title"I'he , Village School-master," ---and
olJ hall rings with the cheers and
.waits
to hear no more . I-J.e knows
shouts of the audience; but his face
does not lose its melancholy expres-, that it is his own.
All that ,he sought is gained . He
, sion, nor does even the shadow of a
smile come to his lip or eye, Ob- springs to his feet with an appearance
taining his dearly bought prize, he of vigor which he had not before dis-,
gazes silently upon it for a 1110n1ent, played; but ere': he has made t \YO
then turns and falls listlessly into the strides forward, his false strength forsakes him, andhe falls fainting to the
first seat that is offered to hi m.
Next the President reads the title floor. Sympathetic hands hasten 10
of the successful astronornical essay; his aid, and hUIT)~ 'him into an adand again the narne of Hans Wilden- Joining room. Skilful physicians are
stein resounds throughout the vast at hand; and under their care ,poor,
Hans soon recovers from his swoon;
rOOIl1.
Then comes the title of the , but all that human science can do to
historical essay, and following it reanimate his inert and prostrate
that of the Prize Poem, which, frame is futile. Despite the eft~)rts of '
it is stated, would have scarcely all medical experience and skill to
done discredit to the fame of save his life, in a few hours the great
genius-the intellectual victor - is
Father Shakespeare hirnself ; and
again and again the same strange dead! Dead by no sudden stroke of
name is spoken, and again and again fate, but by that slow terrible process
the Gewandhaus trern bles with the of dissolution, the pangs of which
they only can rea lize \\" hose heartns
plaudits of the excited crowd ; and
gaunt
dragon Starvation has visited .
each time more languidl>, and slowly ,
taken their seats.
Then the venerable Presidinf Officer prepares to name the titles and
authors of the successful productions,
which lie on a table before him; and
the numerous competitors await in
breathless expectancy the words which
his lips are about to articulate. Save
only one who neither by gesture nor
expression evinces the slightest eagerness or anxiety.
.
Then the President speaks.
The prize in metaphysics is given
for an essay entitled "Antinomien der
Reinen Vernunft," to HAXS \VILDE N-
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NOTAB~E ~ARTHQUAI{ES.

'VILLIAM

S.

HEREFORD,

N earthquake, as its name im .
' plies, consists of an agitation
of the earth. But it is accompanied
by various other phenomena, ,lTIOre
or less singular and distinctive in their
effects, though by no means uniform
in character; as can be found by
reference to ll1any detailed accounts
of earthquakes, both ancient and
modern.
The surface of the earth is everywhere liable to be shaken, at times,
by an , interior movement which is
transmitted to more distant regions,
somewhat like the movement of a
wave ; and taking into account the'
va~t ,exten,t of that surface, we may
regard it as probable that not a day
passes without a sensible disturbance'
of this kind happening somewhere,
and hardly a month without one or
more such disturbances of sufficient
magnitude to .be worthy of note.
, Variou~ theories have been advanc- .
~ed as to the origin of earthquakes;'
the oldest being that of Anaxagoras,
(435 B.C.), that they are produced by
subterraneous clouds bursting out.
into lightning, whichshake the vaults,
that confine them. This theo;'y evidently implies the notion that there
is a connexion between earthquakes
and volcanoes. And it is indeed a

A
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somewhat , remarkable fact , .that al most all of the great eruptions have
been preceded by violent convulsions
of the earth, which have increased
upon the , hursting forth of the volcanic fires.
The most modern and 1110st intelligent theory is that advanced by
Priestly, and Humboldt-s-that steam ,
generated by subterranean heat, contributes to produce them.
Though history has I indeed supplied ,tIS with a large catalogue of well,
authenticated earthquakes, it is surprising that so little was done .by the
ancients either in investigating their
c,auses, ' or noting, their won !erfuI
effects. .vVe find the narrati ve~ of the
~ncient historians confined almost
exclusively to statements of the number 'killed , the number of cities laid '
in ' ruins, the value of the property '
destroyed, and possibly, certain wonderful atmospheric appearances .which
may have dazzled or terrified the observers. It is but . occasionally, and .
when the circumstance is of too
much , geog raphical interest to be
passed over in silence, that they 111ention such things ·a s the appearance of
a new lake, the engulfing of a city, or
the rising .of a new island.
But these remarks ffiay , perhaps
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lead our readers to imagine that we 'were swallowed up.
During the fourth and fifth centuourselves intend to treat this subject
from a scientific point cf view. We ries some of the most civilized countherefore hasten to undeceive them, tries in the world were well nigh desolatcd 1))" these awful visitations.
and to reSU111e our description.
There is no danger so mysterious, Thrace Syria, and Asia Minor, suffer£0 appalling. against "which precau- , ed most severely; if we are to credit
tion is so useless, as the danger which , the authority of the contem parary his~ccom parries an ' earthquake.
Its torians.
oppressiveness unmans the stoutest
If I mistake not. it \"3S during a
heart; for an earthquake of any seve- visit of the Emperor Trajan, who \\ as
rity is surely the very acme of devashimself hurt therein, that the first
tation and calamity. It is usually earthquake of any note visited the
city of Antioch; but that of which I
preceded by a general stillne,ss in the
air, and an unnatural agitation of the am about to speak, occurred some
waters of the ocean and of lakes. )"ears afterwards, about 205 A.I)., the
The shock comes on with a deep most disastrous one -of which any
rum bling noise, like that made by authentic records have been kept.
the muuerings ,of an approaching
About '2 SOJooo people are said to
thunderstorm, or the faint voice of have perished at this time; for, to add
large-mouthed cannon dealing des- to the swarming multitudes of the
truction in some far distant battle- city, a great ll1any strangers, owing to
field. It sometimes moves .the ground the festival ' of the Ascension being
upwards perpendicularly, and some- ,held at that time, had been lured untimes rolls it from side to side. No consciously to their doom; and thus
man can provide against it. The tle lesser crowd which would under
ordinary circumstances have perished
shock must have its way.
The first earthquake particularly was vastly swelled by this gn-at numworthy of notice 'Se'e lTIS to have been ber of new arrivals,
that which destroyed Herculaneum
Such were the circumstances of the
and Pompeii in the year 63 .A.D., renowned earthquake which finally
about sixteen years before the inhu- overwhelmed the "Queen of the
marion of these two cities by the fa- East,' that noble city, once the residence of ' so nlany powerful kings, .
mous eruption of Mount \l esuvius,
In the beginning of the third cen- and left as its representative at ,the
tury, the ancient cit)' , of .Antioch was present time an insignificant village,
overwhelmed by a dreadful earth- with nothing of its former glory '
unless it be the partial remains of a
quake, presently to be noticed.
very few of its 1110St prominent buildOn the 26th of January, A.D. 447,
subterranean thunders were heard inzs, which even in their ruins still
from the Black to the Red Sea, and
give indications of their ancient granthe earth was convulsed for six deur, and inspire the thoughtful tra- :
months without intermission; and in yeller with interest and veneration.
Phrygia many cities and large towns
An able historian in writing con- :
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cerning this event, takes occasion to
remark that "hi~tory will distinguish
the periods in which these calamitous events have been rare or frequent, and \\ ill observe that this fever
of the earth raged with uncommon
violence during the reign of usiinian.
J<: ich year is marked by the repetition
of earthquakes of such duration that
Constantinople has been shaken above
forty days, and of such extent that the
shock has been comm unicated to the
whole extent of the globe, or a~ least
of the Roman Empire.'!
In 1340, Asia Minor and Egypt
were violently shaken; and in the
follo . dng- year shocks were experienced throughout Cyprus, Greece and
Italy.
In J 692, the island of Jamaica was
visited by a terrible earthquake; large
masses of earth were detached from
the Blue Mountains; and vast quantities of timber, hurled [rom their
flanks, covered the adjacent sea like
floating islands. The city of Port
Royal, with a large quantity of adjacent land, sank almost instantaneously out (,f sight, and the sea rolled
in, driving the vessels in the harbor
over the tops of the houses,
In the following year Sicily became
the scene of disaster; and Catania,
and one hundred and forty other
towns and villages, with about one
hundred thousand of their inhabitants,
perished.

J

Never, since the records of history
began, have there been earthquakes
equal in intensity to those which dealt
.such signal destruction, in different
parts of the world, in the eighteenth
centurv,
In 1746, lower Peru was almost
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wholly laid waste; and but four years
afterwards the ancient town of Concepcion, in Chili, was totally destroyed.
Passing over a brief space of five
years, we come to the time when the
city of Lisbon was almost wholly destroyed by one of the most frightful
earthquakes that ever occurred in
Europe, It lasted but six minutes;
yet even that short period was sufficient to send over 60,000 persons to
their doom. The approaching destruction was heralded by the sound of
loud thunder underground; and then,
instantly afterwards, the greatest part
of the city was swallowed up.
As the phenomena which accompanied this most terrible convulsion
were of such striking nature, it \"i .l
not be amiss to enumerate a few of
the 1110st prominent of them,
The sea, which was terribly agitated, first receded and laid the ground
bare, and presently rolled in again in
a large wave fifty or ~i~ty feet above
the ordinary level.
}\ I any of the largest mountains of
Portugal were shaken to their very
foundations, and som ~ were even
split and rent from thei r sum 111 it
downwards in a 1110st wonderful manner.
Some historians even affirm that
volumes of smoke and fire issued
from their d eath-likc j'1\YS, as they
separated and fell. dealing destruction
on either side upon everything in the'
valleys below.
The B10st remarkable, and perhaps the 1110st melancholy circumstance, however, which happened at
this time, was the sinking of the new
quay, called Cays de Prada, upon
which an enormous concourse of lJeo-
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ple had taken refuge frorn the falling
walls of their ruined homes, The
quay was a massive marble structure,
and yet it was so engulphed that not
one of the many corpses ever "floated
to the surface of the water which
closed over them.
Many vessels
which were anchored near it, and
were full of people were swallowed
IIp at the same time, as in some awful
whirlpool, nor were any fragments of
these wrecks ever known to emerge
from the terrible abyss into which they
had been hurried. After the waters
had ceased to fret and soundings were
taken, the sea was found to be one
hundred fathoms deeper upon this
spot than it had been before.
'This famous earthquake excited
the more attention from the almost
incredibly great extent of country
over which shocks were experienced
. at or about the same lime. Their
greatest violence was felt in Portugal,
Spain, and northern Africa; but their
effects were perceived" throughout
almost the whole of Europe, and
even, it is said, as"far off as the 'Vest
I ndies and Lake Ontario.
Various other earthquakes more or
less destructive occurred in different
parts of the world during the next
twenty years.
In I 759, Syria was again thus visited ; and the result . was repeated
shocks for three months, during which
time Accon, Saphat, Balbeck, Damascus, Sidon, Tripoli, and luany other
places were leveled to the ground;
while in each of these places 111any
thousands of the inhabitants perished.

In the year I 783, the northeastern
portion of Sicily and a .part of Cala. bi ia, were visited by violent and oftrepeated shocks, which not only overthrew the town of Messina, and killed
n1any thousands of its inhabitants,
but also destroyed many persons in .
Calabria.
Calabria, which lies at the southern
extremity of Italy, has been repeatedly devastated by earthquakes, ever
since its ancient settlement by Greek
coloni-ts: and, together with the adjacent bland of Sicily, has perhaps
: experienced some of the most terrible
shocks on record.
For a continuous period of about
four years this country was constantly
so disturbed; and during one of these
four years, ·n o less than nine hundre I
and forty nine shocks were experienced, of which five hundred and one
were considered as shocks belonging
to the first degree of force! 1\'1 r.
Lyell remarks that these convulsions
were not specially remarkable for
their duration, violence or extent,
but great importance is given to them
on account of the m inuteness of the
observations which were taken by
men com petent to collect and describe with accuracy the physical facts
which throw light on geological questions.
I n the same year ( I 783) the islands
of Japan, Java again in 1786, Sicily
again iu 1790, Quebec in the following year, and Peru in J 797, were violently agitated by convulsions of this

kind,

.

Many earthquakes equally destrucIn 1766, the island of Trinidad
tive have occurred since the C0111was convulsed; and in 1772, the lofty
mencernent bf the present century;
volcano of Papandayang, disappeared. . the principal of which are the follow-
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In the same year, 60,000 people
lost their lives from a like cause in
South America; and many large and
flourishing cities were de';t royed,
along the coast.
The above are the most noted
formed,
earthquakes recorded in the world's ,
The next in order is the one which
annals; and of such only has it been
destroyed Caraccas and buried upour intentiori to speak; for otherwise
wards of 12,000 of its inhabitants
we
should indeed have an endless
under its ruins, in the year 1812.
task before us.
Scarcely a month
In 1815, the town of Torn Lara, in
elapses that is not signalized by some
the island of Sum bawa was destroyed
and in the year 18 I 9'~ the principal couvulsion, m ore or less disastrous in
its effects; and those countries which
town of Cutch. in the Delta of the
-like our own California-have as
Indus, wasIaid in ruins.
yet experienced only slight, and COlTIThree years after this, Chili was
visited by a most destructive earthparatively harmless, shocks, may inquake;" and it is said that the coast,
deed be considered as most fortunate.
for the distance of at least one hunIriasm uch as we know that God,
dred miles was raised from t\VO to
in H~~ infinite wisdom and goodness,
four feet above th e former level;
does nothing without some good end
while from Valparaiso, inland, for
in view, we may rely upon it that
about a 111ile, it was rai sed from six
earthquakes are, in some \vay or other,
to seven feet.
beneficial; and if the subject were
treated scientifically, this would be
In 1835, Chili was again shaken;
and the re sult 'was the ruin of the
easi ly proved to be the case.
town Concepcion, which had once
One incidental benefit is patent to
before been dem olished by a sim ilar
every body; and though it may be recalamity,
garded as of minor importance, it
In 1837 the countries along the
certainly deserves mention.
eastern extremity of the M editerraIn every instance, or nearly so,
nean, especially Syria, experienced ' where the eyewitnesses of these events
violent shocks, which caused great
have been actuated by the spirit of scidamage to many of the towns.
entific inquiry, much important inforA few years after this an earth- mation has been gained from the many
quake occurred at Rhodes, where a
facts which have come to light in recity and most of its inhabitants perishgard to the earth's structure; and thus
ed.
geologi cal science has been rendered
In 1868, an earthquake visited the
from time to time more complete.
Sandwich Islands, where it is said to
It is indeed greatly to be regretted
have continued at intervals for the
that the ancients were so deficient in
space of about fifteen days, during
this spirit. No researches were made
which period one thousand shocks,
by them with the view of ascertaining
or thereabouts, were experienced.
either the depression or elevation

ing:-(we shall name them in the order in which they happened).
The first is that of the Mississippi
valley, in 181 I, during which large
. lakes disappeared and new ones were

Se[f-made 11/en.
of the ground affected, or the relative
positions of the sea and land; which
points are, at the present day, considered as the most im portant effects
of earthquakes, and therefore the

most worthy of observation.
'O u r readers will excuse us, however, if we relegate this subject to a
more distant occasion, and, possibly,
to a worthier pen.

SELF-~IADE

(L.

F

PAR l'RIDGE,

O R E M OST in the emblazoned
list of earth's heroes stand the
names of those 'who, soleiy by their
ozon exertions, have caused their m em ory to be revered by their own and
by future ages,-the seif-171ade men.
To be born great is easier by far
than to die great; and the latter is
held in greater esteem in the eyes of
the world,
By being the mere "accident of an
accident" a : child is born a king.
Every facility for acquiring a . substantial education is afforded him.
I-Ie profits largely by his "chances."
Soon after having arrived at his rnaturity, the death of the reigning
monarch causes him t.o take charge
of the reins of government.
He
proves himself a wise and just poten tate.
On the other hand a man is born
in obscurity; but by great sacrifices
manages to acquire learning and reputation, and by the aid of these PO\verful auxilaries, the government of a
people. His acts also show him to
be a great and good ruler.
I ask any candid person 'whether
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far more honor does not belong to
the man who, born in obscurity, has
raised . himself by his own exertions
to the dignity of . sovereign, than to
him who, born a king, has merely
exereised the functions of his particuar calling.
History affords many striking exam pIes of c. small beginnings and
great ends." .
Mahomet rose from obscurity, to
the sum mit of power over many
Eastern nations. He is still held as
the only (true) prophet of God, by
two hundred millions of souls, who
are im plicit -belicvers in his doctrine.
Galileo, by his ardent love for
study and research, has for ever rendered himself famous in the scientific '

world.
Colum bus, by indefatigable efforts,
elevated himself from the position of
a poor sailor, to that of the greatest
maritime discoverer the world ever
produced.
Martin Luther, a shoemaker's son,
has rendered his name notorious as
the greatest heresiarch of modern
times, partly by his misplaced erudi-

Self-made lJlen.
tion, partly by the novelty and enormity of his doctrines, and partly, no
doubt, by that extraordinary force of
character through 'which he was enabled to lead so many poor souls astray .
Voltaire has left behind him a
name that will be handed down to
posterity, if not for the good, at least
for the evil his writings have caused
the human race.
Oliver Cromwell's namejs, con spicuously, that of a "self-made man,"
and it will never be forgotten by his
countrymen or by the world, His
character was a strange compound of
good and evil, and has secured him
at once the admiration and the hatred
of posterity.
Henry 'Clay and Patrick Henry,
are t\VO names of 'which the true
American will always speak with ad ...
miration.
"The immortal Washington" will
only cease to be immortal when the
American people shall no longer form
a nation; and with the help of God,
may that not occur till the last trumpet send its shrill notes across the
world!
A simple lieutenant of the French,
army, clim bed successfully the slippery ladder of faille, and raised the
hitherto unknown name 0'[ Napoleon
to the topmost pinnacle of military
glory.
.L~ large proportion of the influential men of the present day, are es-
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sentially self-made men.
Disraeli, formerly a mere attorney's
clerk, but now one of England's
brightest stars in her constellation of
famous names, owes his greatness entirely to his genius and _self-exertion.
Our own President has made the
name of Grant known to the world at
large by the length of the time he has
occupied the presidential chair, if by
nothing else.
With the particular class of "selfmade men," who have acquired that
appellation through the .aid of the
millions of dollars with which they
have filled their coffers, it is not the
purpose of the present writer to deal.
'They are so numerous that pages
- upon pages would be required to
make them known.
A single instance of this kind may however be
mentioned, and every Californian will
think it apposite.
I refer to IVTr .
Janles Lick, who has lately made
over 'his immense wealth to a board
of trustees, that it rnay be expended
in divers ways for the good of our
State and people. Did these donations arise from a pure spirit of charity, or. are they merely the offspring
of a desire on the part of the giver
to have "his trumpet blown ?" Only
the Judge of judges can answer that
question. Meanwhile let us be charitable ourselves, and consider the good
of the act only, without attributing
bad motives.
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\VI-IY WEEP?
(By Owlets of the Fifth English.)

W

E often weep when we should
laugh, and rejoice when we
should mourn; because we do not

But why "veep for the y<?ung dead?
Their future is not hidden from us.
Faith's glorious light reveals to us
see things a~ they are. Could we ' a consoling truth: and her voice asks,
gaze into the mysterious future, how
from the highest heavens,
Why
changed would be our thoughts, how
\veep for the young who die?
Why
different our actions!
\veep for those Wh0111 God c2.11s to
] esus beheld the future of his unHimself in the bright morning of life,
grateful people, . and the sig-ht not
ere they have lost the precious glory
of baptismal innocence? "
only brought tears to H is eyes, but
"Yes, sweet young mother, why
caused the very blood to b~rst/through
weep for thy beautiful babe? "
His veins and fall in great drops upon
"He is gone. Heis dead."
the ground.
"Mother, he has ,g on e , it is trueHas the case ch~nged since? Are
there no J udases now r ' 'I'is well we
gone to the 1;0::'0111 of God; but he is
not dead.
Ah no! He lives the
do not know the fate of cities, of men
true, the everlasting life. God Ioves
and women that dance and sing over
his beautiful soul more than thou
a fearful, an eternal abyss!
We do
didst love his pretty face; and now
not reflect and hence we do not
that happy soul looks down from heaweep.
ven and says, 'Sweet Marna, \veep
But yet we do sometimes weep.
not for me, unless thy tears be tears
We \veep when the relentless hand of
of joy.'
death snatches a way a friend, a sister,
"Be strong of heart, oh mother!
a mother. w, then weep and cry
Rest on thy great faith. Thy childaloud; and those tears give consolacan plead with Jesus; and the Heart
tion to our wounded hearts, It is a
of Jesus cannot refuse his request."
good and holy thing to weep for our
Hearken to a fact \vhich an Owlet
departed friends.
Jesus Himself
tell us, on the authority of a venerawept over the grave of Lazarus, and
thus He has consecrated the tears of ble mem bel' of the Faculty.
the widow and the orphan.
4.

MORE PRECIOUS THAN GOLD.
(By T.

RYLAN}),

Fifth English.)

A VERY pious carpenter lived at ' the priest at first thought him crazy;
- - - , a small country village. He for he did nothing but weep and
was such an excellent workman espe :- laugh. But he soon announced the
He
cially in fancy articles, that he recei- cause of his strange conduct.
told
the
priest
that
after
the
latter
had
ved many orders from the Capital.
left him on the previous evening, a
fie was married and had a family,
crowd
of boys ' had come along, whose
His friends and neighbors frequentlanguage
was so foul that it shocked
ly advised him to move to the Capital, telling him that so s'i i.ful a work- the good carpenter; and pressing his
111an as he would soon amass a large 'child to his breast, he raised his eyes
fortune; but he would not follow their heavenward, and exclaimed, "Oh
advice. He said that he was afraid God, rather than let my child become
that his children would find evil corn- as one of those boys, take hi In to '.
Scarcely had the
panions in the city, and would soon Thyself, now!"
prayer been uttered 'before it was anbecome bad, ' like them, " And,"
swered ; for the poor babe gave a cry,
said he, "I would rather lose all I
threw
up its arms and died. " N ow
have, than expose one of them to
you
see
why I laugh and \veep," he
such .a danger; for I value their souls
said,
"for
I am sure that, had he
more than I do all the gold in the
lived,
he
would
have lost his soul;
world.'
but
God
heard
my
prayer, and now
One evening, a priest, (the same
my babe is in heaven."
by whom this fact is related) passed
Thus did 1his good, carpenter esby the house of this noble Christian,
t eC 1TI a soul more than gold; but
and saw him carrying his young child
in his arms, and playing with it as th .ire are not many such now-a-days.
fond fathers are wont to do. After I think he had good cause to be joyful; for it is our sweet Saviour Himsaluting him the priest walked on.
self
who asks what will it profit us to
Next day the same priest saw this
gain
the whole world if we lose our
good man enter the college in which
own
soul.
he (the priest) resided as a teacher.
The poor man acted so strangely that

EAH.I-JY DEATH.
, (\V. G .

PROCTOR,

5 th English,-promoted to 4th.)

I

ling souls of the olden times, who
Here is another charming fact
which bids us dry our tears and trust gave to God the things of God, and
to Ca-sar .the things of Cassar.
He
in the Providence of a good God.
THERE lived in ~- a nobleman " ,vas - especially devoted to the Great
who was blessed with three sons.
Patriarch, St. J oseph, the foster-father
This nobleman was one of those ster- of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ.
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Hence he celebrated the feast of this
Saint with much fervor and devotion,
thinking himself unable to honor too
highly him whom God had honored
so much.
On one of these feasts, one of his
sons died. This caused the nobleman much sorrow; for he loved his
children very tenderly. The following year on the same day, a second
son died. This second calamity so
afflicted the good man, that he wished
not to celebrate the feast. of St.
Joseph any more, lest, perhaps, his
other son might die on that day; and
according1y, a few days before the
r oth of March-the 'feast of .St. J 0seph-he set out on a journey.
He was proceeding on his way, sad
and thoughtful, when all at once he
raised his eyes and saw the dead bodies of t\VO young men hanging from
the lim b of a tree; and at the same
time an angel appeared to him and
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said, "Dost thou see those two young
men?
Know, then, that thy two
sons, had they lived, would have
ended as they.
But because thou
hast honored St. Joseph, he obtained
from God that they should die in
their infancy; in order to spare the
dishonor 'to thy house, and to save
their souls. Go, then, and celebrate
the Saint's feast; and fear nothing for.
thy remaining son. I-Ie will pe made
a Bishop, and will pass a long and
good life."
.
The astonished nobleman obeyed,
and all came to pass as the angel had
foretold.
This little fact, illustrating the care
of the angels for man, recalls to our
mind the "following beautiful lines in
Spenser's "Fairy Queen~" We send
them the more willingly, as October
is the month dedicated by the Church
to the special honor of the Angels:-

And is there care in heaven? and is there love
In heavenly spirits to the creatures base,
That may campassion of their evils move?
There is; else much more wretched were the case
Of men. than beasts. But O! th' exceeding grace
Of highest God that loves his creatures so,
Al}Q all his works with mercy doth em brace,
That blessed angels he sends to and fro
To serve to wicked man, to serve his wicked foe!
How oft do they their silver bowers leave
To come to succour us that succour want?
How oft do they with golden pinions cleave
The flitting skies, like flying pursuivant,
Against foul fiends to aid. us militant?
They. for us fight, they watch and dul v ward,
And their bright squadrons round about us plant;
And all for love, and nothing for reward:
o why should heavenly God to men have such regard?
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EDITORIAL DEPARTMENT.

The Fracas at Bowdoin.
THE question of discipline recently raised at Bowdoin is one which has
naturally drawn forth much comment from the journalistic organs of many
other colleges. It was sure to interest and it did interest all, And the more
so from the circumstance that Bowdoin is not the only college in which disputes have been occurring between the students and the Faculty. To such
as may not be aware of the facts, \ve nlay say briefly that military drill was
compulsory at Bowdoin, and that the students, determined not to be ' corn pelled, set themselves in flat opposition to the authorities. It appeared 'the most
natural and proper thing in the world (to thern ) that they should govern their
governors. The Faculty were however too much behind the age to take this
view of the matter; and. promptly suspended nearly everybody. Suspended;
not expelled. But even this much self-assertion on the part of the old fogies,
.caused the outpouring of phials of wrath upon their devoted heads; and the
poor injured bo ys who were not allowed to govern their own college-(such
a sz'rllple thing to ask, you know I)-met with widely-extended sympathy thereanent. Well: the obdurate authorities have been partially softened, at last.
The students are allowed to go back-and lucky fellows they ought to think
themselves for the permission-on condition of signing anew the matriculation
pledge of obedience to the laws and regulations of the college. Those who
refuse are expelled; andjust£y expelled, say we, if a college is to be under
any rule or order at all. We await with some interest the arrival of the Bowdoin Orient, \V hich will; we trust, have sufficient good senseto express appro··
val of the leniency shown by the .Faculty.
·T he worst of the matter is that these acts of insubordination and self-will
are indicative of what is, it may be feared, a general feeling 'with "young
America." They are straws only, it is true; but they show the \vay of the
wind: and if "the wind ' really does set that 'way, throughout the country, government of any kind will eventually become impracticable. It is a matter for
thankfulness that Catholics, at any rate, are taught due submission to lawful
authority; a subject, by the bye, 'which is discussed at length, in \vhat' seems
to us a very calm arid sensible manner, on another page of our present number.
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lVlo;\TTH after month have we noticed in the pages of our various 'college contemporaries 11l0St touching complaints as to the annoyance caused by the descent upon peaceful and unoffending students, of that bird of ill-omen, the T/oracious Book-haiuk. There seems to be no escaping him.
A shot-gun might
pepper him a little, it is true; but we doubt 'if it would kill him: and so rapid
and well calculated are his movements that he has opened your door and
entrenched himself in your apartment before you can bring your rifle (if yOLl
have one) to bear upon him. With a revolver of the latest pattern something
might be done, it is true. But hlS pants, as well as yours, contain the regulation revolver-pocket which marks the pants of a free country; and the consciousness of that fact induces you to hesitate a little
Besides-(happy
thought I)-is he not your guest? An unwelcome one, it is true; but still a
guest.
He has made your lounge his citadel, and, like the A thenians at Marathon,
thrown up outworks of trees (books we should say) on either flank , which
would tend greatly to embarrass an enemy. You can neither attack him nor
out-manoeuvre him. You must submit; CI S, from the first, he knew you would .
Well: what must, be, must be. An expression of dogged endurance I( wh ich
your enemies might .call a scowl) C01l1eS over Jour face; and he pulls out-at
least he did so in the case of which we are thinking, and in which we were
ourselves the victim-s-a brilliantly colored " chart':' very neatly fixed up with
patent rollers, and purporting to contain a "systematic and im partial statement
of the leading events of history, with th eir dates , from the earliest times down
to this nineteenth century. We were obliged to glance at it ; there was no
escaping; but 'we rernem bered the fate of Prometheus, which bore some analogy to what impended over us, and we re solutely refused to be caught. It
was over at last;" and we ,vere saved from the talons of the Acc:'ptler Vorax;
who suddenly rose and took flight.
Now for the .sequel. The opportunity occurred to us soon after of finding
out at lei sure what were really the contents of this chart-" Lyman's Historical Chart," it is called: we specify the name that it may act as a warning to all
Catholics not to buy the thing. It is replete with the most foolish falsehoods
-actual historical falsehoods as to matters of fact-about the Catholic Church.
\1\1e cannot soil our pages with many of them. But here are two.
" A.D. 500. Extreme Unction introduced, and the Invocation of the Virgin and Saints."
"A.D. I 200. Clement III. assumes the po\ver of granting Indulgences
)for money) to commit sin ."
Now these are assertions 'which we need not waste our time in disproving;
for the readers of THE O\VL, whether Catholic or Protestant, are too intelligent to make that necessary. To educated men such statements are their own
refutation. The shortest and aptest word by which to characterize them

would be --if we might be allowed to spell it with three letters instead of two
-the first syllable of 1V1r. I__ yman's own name. Ar.d yet this is the kind of
man who sets himself up to be an instructor of youth in the facts (save the
mark! ) of history.
'[his sort of thing is by no means uncommon in the popular literature of
the day; as any Catholic who has been pestered by \:T ankee took-hawkers
will be ready to avouch; and it constitutes for us an additional nui sance-s-an
Ossa upon a Pelion-beyond that which such men inflict on the rest of the
world.

Ti,e
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House.

\VE ate sure that all of our students who have been accustomed to patronize this comfortable hotel will join with us in regretting that serious ill-health
has neces-itatcd the retirement from business of our old friend, "The Fair
One with the Golden Locks,' J. 1-1. Cameron, "Fair" he certainly was, in
all his dealings, EO far as our experience enables us to speak; nor have we
eyer known a kinder or more attentive host, May the fine sea air of Santa
Cruz do much towards setting him on his legs again! If the geed wishes of
his friends in Santa Clara can restore him, he will soon be well.
Our readers will see from the notice in our Advertzsz"ng .Supjlfnlent that Mr.
Martin Corcoran, late of San Jose, has succeeded to the proprietorship of the
Cameron House. From all we hear of this gentleman, we judge that he wil]
fully sustain the reputation of the hotel. He SeelTIS to be taking hold - of the
business in earnest.

The ,.Literaru .Union' of Santa Clara.
THE Q'VL naturally, as the Bird of Minerva, interests himself in everything
of a literary nature; but inasrn uch as our two College Literary Societies meet
on the same evening as the "Ijterary Union" of the towns-people, he has
never but once had an opportunity of attending a debate of the last named
society.
Before doing so, he assured himself, like a good Catholic as he is,
that the society was strictly "undcnominational ," and that religious subjects
were excluded from its debates. But judge of his surprise, boys, when he
found himself, all of a sudden, "sitting under" the ministry of a Calvinistic
preacher! . His first impulse was to jump up and "git/' his second to sit
still and laugh at himself for the absurdity of his position; for he was in the
middle of a long bench, which, for anything he knew, might be the bench of
the "converted,' and was hemmed in on both sides by ladies-doubtless formidable blue-stockings-s-whom he dared not disturb. He survived the evening, however; and though he was not much impressed by the talent of the.
debaters, he was pleased to notice the courteous and good natured spirit which
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pervaded the meeting, and the qui et, orderly ,ray in which the proceedings
were conducted, Certainly there must be some good, though it may not be
unmixed goo.l, in the e xistence of such a society in our town.
" Emollit mores, nee sinit esse feros,"

if it does nothinj else. But there are other evident advantages, besides.
vVe Ina)' be allowed however to remark, with all , respect, that it seems a
superfluity, not to sayan inconsistency, for a society which has no religion to
have a Presbyterian "Chaplain.' The fact .is sufficient, if llseif, to exclude
Catholics from memb ership, and might be a cause of complaint, one would
think, even to some P ro testan ts,
We wish our neighbors of the "Literary U nion" many pleasant evenings.

OUR

respected Protestant contemporary the ~J/ro-not the fair and feminine

Tyro of Pou rhkee psie, but the religious journal bearing thit name which hails
fro 111 ,O nta rio, Canada-s-favored us once with a passing remark upon the singularity of the opinion held by Tnz OWL that the return of England to Catholicity would be a good 'thing. The Tyro could not understand ' how such a
catastrophe coul.l b ; any thing but lamentable, and seemed scarcely able to '
realize the fact that per.:-ions of educ .uion and intelligence were looking forward to it as a great good.
Recent news from the Old Country recalls these circumstances to our mind.
It is still as great a puzzle to the ordinary Protestant mind in England as to
the Tyro in Canada, that there should be people-s-and those the very leaders
of the land, both intellectually and morally-who, before the eyes of the whole
world, walk right out of Protestant light and purity into Popish darkness and
corruption, and openly proclaim their desire that all England -that England of
\\ hich they are so proud, and to which they are so devoted-s-may do the same.
Well ix.o.i't be afraid, good 1.')''-01 vVe are not going to inflict a dose of
explanation ufon you which might .be distasteful. \Ve wouldn't quarrel with
you on any account, for we feel a sincere respect for the evident earnestness
of your convictions; , and besides controversy is not in our line . All we have
in view is (as the heading of these remarks inti mates) to call attention to the
"~igns of the times' in England, where the public mind is continually startled
by such events as the two of which we 'a re about to speak, and which are far
-too significant to stand alone.
Firstly, the Marquis of Ripon, 'Yell known both in England and America as
one of the most prominent statesmen of the day, a Ulan of intellect, of education, of refinement, and of rank all hut the highest in the land, an ex-Cabinet
Minister, and Grand jJ;Iaster 0.( the . .lfasonic Order of Great Britain, has just
made his humble submission to the Catholic Church, and believes at this mo-
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ment exactly the same things as any roor I rishrnan who Inay Lave just landed
at New York from an emigrant ship.
And secondly, as if to show that the Ages of Faith Inay be revived even in
the ,'ery midst of the so-called "enlightenn1~nt" of the nineteenth centuryas if to make it clearer than ever that none but supernatural mo tives are caus ing this great movement of the English nation towards the Church-s-we see,
almost simultaneouslywith Lor.l Ripon 's conversion, the Premier Duke and
Hereditary Earl Marshal of England, in whose' veins flows" the blood of ~'1
the Howards," a young 111an of but twenty-seven yea rs, before whom lay in
alluring prospect all the honors and z ll the pleasures of life-\\"e see this young
Duke casting all aside as dross, and entering the Congregation of the Oratory
of St. Philip Neri, in order to become a hardworking hum ble priest.
These things, kind reader, are not matters of controversy; they are matters
of fact: and it is as such only that we mention them. But surely they cany
with them food for serious reflection : and-to return to the loint whence we
started---,.they 111ay serve to ~ how cur goed friends of the Tvro that there are
others besides the Editors of 1~HE OWL, who are looking forward with eager
hope, and 'not zv/th.ou! grounds" to the return of a large 1- onion of the English
nation to the Ancient Faith.

Notes

01t

Eocciuuutes,

IT is not often that we feel called upon to make any remarks, under this
head, upon "outside' exchanges, so to speak; that is upon such as do not
hail from any University or College. But we shall indulge ourselves in a few
words of comment on our conternporarv and near neighbor the Santa Clara
Echo, the recent numbers of which we have perused with much satisfaction.
It seems to us a matter of considerable importance to residents ill Santa Clara
that their local pape.r should be reputably, and creditably conducted; and we
are glad to see that the I~'cho's editorials ase such as to -claim the concurrence
of all ,who are interested in promoting morality and good citizenship. ,\ Ve do
not touch upon the political question. It is not the business 01 r.. College
Magazine to take sides with anyone political party rather than another. But
it IS our business, as it is that of all Christians, and more especially of all C~.- .
tholic Christians, to say and do whatin us lies to forward the cause of moraltty and order in this most immoral and disorderly age. l'HE OWL can seldom
do this otherwise than indirectly or casually; But the local n~\\"~paper of any
town or district has of course more direct and more frequent opportunities of
exercising its influence for good.
And we congratulate our friend the Echo
on its realization and practice of this duty.
_
It would be paying hut a pl)Or compliment to the good people .of Santa
. Clara, were we to assume that their paper would prosper the less for being
respectable. We hope on the contrary that it will prosrer all the 1J10re on that
account; particularly since its respectability is not weighed down by any con-
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\Ve know more of what is going on around us since we

have read the Echo than we ever did ,before: and we like the pleasant, chatty
style of its news' columns,
By the bye, the Echo gave us an approving notice in a late number. Let

no one say that accounts for our present praise of ft; for if he should, he will
be - - well; spfak'ng incorrectlv/ vVe had resolved before we ever saw that
notice to say, in this issue of l)-IE OWL, just what we have been saying; and if
' our contemporary has made a civil remark about ns since, Vie are not g-oing
to let that trifle balk us. _ Au contraire, it affords fresh evidence of the Echo's
discernment, and therefore fresh justification of our words,
A LIVE "RAIx-Gon."-We observe in the columns of the San Jose Jl1erclP:Y,
another of our "outside~' exchanges, a characteristic letter from our worthy
friendjlvl r. S. A. Bishop, of street-car renovn, in which after speaking of his
difficulties about the watering of the car-track, he runs off into the f, .llowing
remarks; which are the more startling on account of the writer's character for
scrupulous veracity. vVe are sure it will interest some of our E istern exchanges. But no quibbling', gcntlernen ! It comes straight from Cailfornia, and
you must swallow it whole. On that condition, here it is for you!
" I wish I had the Indian here, if living, that I once had on the Tejon Reservation when I was in charge of that institution under Government, over
twenty years ago. Said Indian was known as the Rain-God. I could then
get up a shower whenever desired, so there would be no need of bringing
into requisition hydrants or water-carts to do the sprinkling necessary to keep
dO\'/11 the dust.
This Indian or rain-goJ, in his general appearance, bad the
most depraved and idiotic look ever expressed in the countenance of any man
I ever saw; a:1J I 111Jst Sty thit h : w .u 0 :1'.~ of the 111),t revohin; specim ens
of humanity ever beheld by m in, Yet th ~ wonderful miracles h '~ performed,
a -ii his novel manner of g~ttil1j up a shower when he dcsire .l, would excite
the curio sity of all those who evr-r witnessed it, and astonish them with the
successful result, He wOTe round his nee'; a little wallet" of something like
pulverized brirnstore, whic'i h~ called thunder-dust. Wh en rain was wanted
he would take a pi J2h of the thunder-dust and snuff it-s-thcn, rising upon his
tip-tees, woitd sne aze ; at th : Stl11 ~ tim ~ OLIt Iro :n e .ic': eye would flash a
strca'c of the m ost vivid ch iin lightnin:s that ever dizzle.l the eyes of human
_b~in6s, aul accornianie.l with p~ lIs of terrific thui.l er, thu 'would strike
evervo.ie with awe an.I bre uhless silence for miles around, 'The clouds at
t 11 ~ ti 01 ~ \V JU 11 b ~ 3"i 11 to git h: r, an J s C)) :1 t h: raj 11 \V J U I J de seend, and co 11tinue to do so a" 10.1J as h= would keep the elements in fluenced by his magic
s iell.

.. "I will now state to those \V;lO n11V be inclined to doubt the truthfulness of
the above statement that I f i lly have sli rhtly overdrawn the lightning, and
made the thu .i.l ir a little to) 10J 1, b it th ~ 111 tin Lt·:ts are true in every particul ir , as I CIn brirr; as truthful men as any in this State to prove what I have
wri.ten, I knov of whit I have written, a:1J will further state that had J not
been a gJ)J swim m ~r I wou.d h ive been dro vned 0:1 one occasion by -the
bursting of one of his im lJr0111 p.u water-spouts. I wish to goodness "I had .
that fellow here now; neither Santa Clara nor San Jose, i11 the futu re would
be enveloped in dust, nor the people have cause to grumble therefrom, nor
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pay a cent for.water. The description and what he could do was given of
this Indian years ago by SOlOl1HHl \V. Jewett; of Kern County, to the ,. Country Gentleman," and afterwards published in half the newspapers of the Eastern States,
BISHOP."
THE Leh .:gh Journal (Bethlehetn, Pa.], is the fir.st of our exchanges to greet
us this 1110nth; and we are glad to congratulate it on its improved appearance.
There was something juvenile and tentative about its former shape and style;
.but now it looks quite grown-up and business-like, and is evidently about to
take a good position among college pape~-s. We have al ways liked its spirit;
and we wish it the success which we prophesy.

'THE Index j\~a]arellsis is both a lively and an able journal; and since its
principles are thoroughly Catholic, Tuz OWL is in general accord with it.
But scm chow or -other it excites the scornful ire of our Protestant contemporaries pretty often, Whose fault is this, good Index? We are afraid 1110re
harm than good C0111eS of it.

THE I07va Class.c quotes with approval an editorial of the CJllege Courant
in which all seems to be said that can be said for' 'small colleges." \Ve cannot say that we think a multiplicity of small colleges intrinsically desirable,
but anything is better than that the spirit of centralization should be applied
to our educational institutions; and it 111ay be that the small colleges are an
outcome of th e present social condition of the United States, and cannot be
(lone away with by anything short of that centralizing process to which we so
11111Ch object. '
"Why object to it?" some one lU1.y ask . cc Because," we answer, "the
centralizing power must necessarily be the State; and the State being creedless and godless, so also will be its educational off-spring."

THE Bates Student appreciates the efforts made by our predecessors during
the past year to improve the literary character of THE OWL; for which friendly recognition we thank the Student on their behalf. "Devoled" as we always
are (see our cover) " to 111ental improvement," we of the present Editorial
Board, ,will steadily labor to continue the advance already 111~de.

"BA, BA, BA!" -The Triai: , Tablaio: August-e-m excellent number, be it
observed, of a first rate college journal-i-co.itains, ini.r ala, an intcrestin;
article 0:1 the Regatta, from a Trinitarian point of view, in which Vie find the
following singular passage:" D .irin; the last half 111ile some
oar, and his voice \V13 h i ird above
which very much resembled '£..1,
good, or how could he pull a stern

strang» freak tOO~{ possession of the BJw
rh: sp.as'ii.r; of th : w.iter, ' utterinj sounds
Ba, 131!' Evidentlv h/s win.l was still
race, and on the horne stretch, like a loco-
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motive entering a station, blow off what must have been superfluous? Had
he attended strictly to his business, and performed his duty with tact, judgment and precision, Trinity would not to-day be in a doubtful position, nor .
would this charge of m ismanage.nent be standing against his name before the
pub.ic, anti especially before his fellow students and the friends of his college."
\Ye should not like to be in the shoes of th,e gentleman alluded to. His
position in 'Trinity to-day must be anything but agree» ble ; and he ' must ,find
it cold COl11fort to be told, on every side, that it was "ali his own fault."
It is decidedly a case of "Ba, ba, Blacl: S'heep!" ' \Ve recommend that injudicious Bow to make a graceful one, aud-s-vanish !
A L1TA~\f.Y or PETROLEu:M.-'The Journal d'Arruers gives the following e..tract from revolutionary print in the same town :-" Brilliant liquor, elixir of
love, champagne of the oppressed, nectar of the canaille, appease our thirst;
oil of rocks, purify us; flam beau of the future, enlighten us; Hag of the COl11mune, conduct us; precursor of the Revolution, unite us; arm of the disarmed, fortify us; column ' ~f enfranchisement, sustain us; plank of the salvation
of the abandoned, aid 'u s ; emperors, kings and princes; functionaries and
landlords; ministers and generals; capitalists and usurers; stifle them, peuo
leum 1 All palaces and castles; all convents, churches and barracks; all popes,
cardinals, and bishops; all Jesuits and prie sts: all monks and religeuses,~ burn
them, petroleum! From slavery and despotism, from arrnies and from the
law of blood, deliver us, petroleum] Signal light of the Commune, have pity
o n U~! God of Revel ution hear us!" S0111e of the passages that follow are
still more profane and scandalous.. \Ve have given enough for a warning,

a

"

E1VIPUS is fugiting;" as we heard one of our "would be' Latin scho-

lars remark the other day; at d we can no longer .doubt that we
are advancing, and that rapidly, in our scholastic studies. Everything is now
in tIte best possible running orcer ; and though 1110st of the faces which daily
surround us, have a happy frolicsome air, ret there is also the mark of deterruination to do well, in the eyes of all.
Perha ps the most convincing proof of this last fact, is that which was offered last :,First Wednesday,' when the President of the College, in the course,
of his remarks, told the students, that the credits in the various departments

I
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had been higher for the month of A ugust than ever before, in proportion to
the numbers.
Boys, we can assure you that the wise old "Owl" JOIns in your feelings,(isn't that a proif of his wisdom ? )-and wishes you all possible success, both
in work and .play throughout the year.
"GRA~~D Circus! Hippodrome! 1\1enagerie! Dramatic Company!" etc., etc.,
was 'surely .a most dazzling announcement for the boys of this institution, and
one sure to take their minds off all study for the time being. .After mature
deliberation, it was agreed that a delegation of students should be sent to the
President with the. view of obtaining his sanction to their attending said show"Not," said they, "that we care to see it; only that our going will save the
Prefect of Hall much annoyance and trouble; because some of the boys
will be sure to i cut up' when they hear the circus band."
This was certainly considerate. Permission being kindly granted to attend on ' the evening
of the 23d of August, of course there followed the usual excitement attaching to ' such evening-so But if we take the criticism of the most impartial
judges, viz., the boys themselves, we shall have to conclude that the evening was not so enjoyable as had been expected. The only good, so far as we
can see, which has resulted from the entertainment, is that it has induced the
more agile of the students to exercise much more in the gymnasium. This,
however, we consider a most useful result, and can compliment many of our
young acrobats upon the success of t.icir ei l iivors. vV ~ expect a fine display next March, (the gymnasts !010\V when) of talent in that line. Save us a
seat on the window, wh ere \V~ C.1.:1 hi ve a g oo 1 chance to take It all in, will
yOll

?

OWL M EETIXG! "
"OzollvIeetzltg!" was the cry upon Sunday morning,
the r jth of September. . Yes; the 'day. had at last came around, when the
editors for the 'year ~74-5 were to be elected. After the usual preliminaries
Messrs. N. F. Brisac, L. C. Winston, T'. F. Durbin, and W. T. Gray were
elected to fill the offices of editors.
But our editorial staff has received an addition, the news of which will be
especially interesting to our old students and ex-editors. There is at last a
fifth editor! Do not smile ; boys, and think of the old standing joke, for what
we sayis now a stern reality. The reason for this change will be immediately manifest to all, whenwe state that the newly elected officer is a treasurer.
The truth is that it has been found practically impossible for one of the students to fill this office as it should be filled, and attend to his class duties
the same time. Considering this fact as proved, the Board resolved that application should be made to one of our old treasurers, with the view of prevailing
upon him, if possible, to accept this office again. A · special meeting of the
"Owl Association'," was the result, at which :1\11'. l\.. F. Sauffrignon, S.B., was
unanimously elected a mem bel' of the Board of Editors, and by the Board of
l.
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Editors immediately made Treasurer. Our thanks are sincerely due, and
heartily given to this gentleman for having consented 10 fill this onerous and
responsible office ~ the more heartily inasmuch as he is known to be already
sufficiently occupied in other college duties.
May his financial success be even greater this year than it was before ~-in
which case we shall surely see the star of THE O'WL inthe ascendanr,
But to render this possible, his efforts must be seconded by our patrons and
subscribers. A few of our advertisers, and very ll1any of our subscribers are
more or less indebted to THE OWL. \Ve would ask therefore, that in order
to lessen the burden which our alreadv overloaded Treasurer has to sustain
they sh'ould all promptly and willingly' "pay up." Oblige us, gentlemen, it~
this respect, and we will do our best to repay Jon in the continual improvement of our magazine.
"Out of the field there, old Owl! 11 was the salutation which greeted us the

other morning, while peaceably walking through the play-ground. The
cause? A "ball" g une, Y ~ "b~111-to3~ers," make allowances; and remem ber
that ,though our vision is keen enough after dark-which is our time for writing-we cannot see quite so well in daylight as sorne of you youngsters, But
we will "take" it. ' \ Ve are perfectly willing, boys, to bear rebukes for our
natural defect, in such a cause. Keep up base-ball, by all means; and every
time an "Owl" gets in the way, holloa at him as much as you please. He
will only take it kind I)', and get out of the reach of the ball. Every day we
. see our play-ground alive" ith balls and , bats, and blue caps. Good playing
can be seen, at any" Recreation," upon our large grounds ; and it is the intention of the Clubs to have some first-class games, this fall. Every Recreation,
now, the first thing we hear is, the commanding voice of some "Captain"
calling to quarters: and the rest are not , far behind him. There has been
only one "rnatch game," of which we have been able to obtain the score.
Thisgame we watched with a great deal of interest; for there was a good deal
of uncertainty about it. In the first part things looked very black for the ' club
which finally won, ' The game was really 16 to J 5. But as the losing club
did not play the last innings, their opponents claim one more for each man.
Score is as follows:zd-y-O..1IGI:"ALS.
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•
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I
4
H. Dinklage
0
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3 2 \V. Furman . . . .
. ..... .5 0
Won by the Second Nine of the "Originals" by one run
PRESTO~\f SMl'.fH, UnifJi.re.
'
D. II ARVEY, Scorer,
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Old graduates,/uture graduates, arid all-ATTE~TI0N! Listen to a sedate.
bird for a few minutes.
Is there a college in the United States, in Europe, or in the world, that has
not an Alumni Association? Hardly one; and yet '\ve , who belong to one Of
the oldest and most prosperous colleges in this section, cannot boast such at).
institution. It is a shame, gentlemen;' and .one ought to organized at the end
,of this year, if not at once. There is no bond of union that is more dear to
men in after life, than that which connects them with their old college friends
and renews their old college associations. * What man· does not speak with
pride and pleasure of his college days? \Vho does not look forward with
eager anticipation to the day upon 'which he is to see many of his old friends'.
.once more collected around the same board, walking the same walks, and
talking of the merry times gone by ? Many of our old graduates would only
be too happy to have some time fixed at which they could see again the "old
familiar faces," We believe they would flock to their ",Alma Mater." by
.scores, and make our exhi bition days S0 . pleasurable that they would never
be forgotten. Stir up, old friends, and let us see this done. We think we
may say that you \~ill have the full consent and approbation of the Presiderj
and Faculty of the College.

ATTE~TION, SOCIETIES A:~D CLUBS!
Hereafter, all commnnications 'a s to
meetings, ball games, elections of officers, scores and the like, may be handed
to any of the. Student Editors, indiscriminately. And do not be backward,
boys, in doing this. THE Q'VL being a home magazine, the first place therein is due,and is given with pleasure to our College proceedings. Besides,
for the sake of the old students who are now far away, if for no other reason,
you ought to tell what you are doing. It is one of their greatest pleasures to
hear what is going on among you . So send in your notices of any kind, and
we will always find ro.im for them. Do not be afraid of troubling us. \Ve
shall attend to you with pleasure.

HURRAH, FIDDLERS! Violins will squeak now with a will. \Ve see that
they are putting up some new music rooms near the photographic gallery.
It is something which was much needed, ~nd will be very thankfully received
by the players.
.THE "O.\\·lets" B:,.B.C., have elected the -following officersr-c-Presidenr, Mr.
·A. Raggio, S.].; Vice ' President, A. Ebner; Se.cretary,]. R. Murphy ; Treasurer, A. Leddy ; Censor, "A. Tostado ; -Capt, 1St Nine, B. Thompson; Capt.
.ad Nine, IVI. .'D ean .
~'T hIS is the speech of a confirmed Ctelebs; but we have written the words, so let them
sta '.'ld. Young ladies, forgive uS.-l ED.

J
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Personal Items,
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s.\:.; Jose seems to possess peculiar attractions for the lovers of Blackstone.

]. T. Malone, A.1\T., of'7 2 , is studying law in San J OS8, and is already a
Notary Public of that city.
Janles H. Campbell, A.1\I., of '72, is pursuing a like .course in the same
place . In July last, Mr . Campbell was admitted to the Bar, at Sacramento.
C. F. Wilcox, A.1\T., '71, is likewise a Notary Public of San Jose.
Franklin, }\ lcCusker, S.B., of '73, who has been studying at San Jose, is
striving hard to reach th-e Bench, and has already procured his Notary Certi ficate.
Geo. O. Sedgley, S.B., i3 e:1g1ged in business in the Metropolis, He shows
himself at our sanctum not unfrequently, and his genial "phiz" is always welcome,

Win. B. Murphy, A.B.} of ' 69, 11lay be found almost any fine day in our
neighboring burgh.
L. G. Sage, S.B'., '67 , an active Pailalethic ill the days of o.d, is now p:'oprietor of the Saratoga hotel, and Mineral Springs.
A. Sweeb of ' 68 is in San Jose.
A. O. Arg.lello, S.B., of '73, finds, doubtless, rnany charms in the study 0
the law, but we fear begins to realize, with a certain sense of discomfort, thef
truth of the common saying that the law is, a jealous and exacting mistress,
A. -L. Vcuve, S.B., and \V. P. Veuve, A.B., arc in San Jose, and accidentally "drop in" on us occasioually, L. 1\1. Pinard, S.B., of '74, is following a
mercantile pursuit in the sa m e place.
A. F. Sauffrignon, S.B. ,' of '72; still abides with us and "teaches the young
id.:a how to shoot;': and heartily g .d] are bo.h pro fessors an .l S~Uj ~ ;1t3 to keep
him. vVe find much of the schoolboy in him yet; although we look up to
him with reverence.
\\T. S. Herefcrd, S.B." of :74, has gone to St. Louis to assume the regency
of his father's estates. He has some intention of readingm edicine, and thereby adding the title 1\1.1). to his name.
H. B. Peyton, S.B.. of '74, lingers in close proximity to the well known
powder mills of Santa Cruz County. This gentleman has ever advanced the
interests of 'I'nz OWL as a contributor, a subscriber, and all editor; and -in the
two former capacities will still, we hope, continue to do so. " Little Hermann," think of us: we want a harrowing ghost story, that will make our
, readers' hair stand on end. Couldn't you make your ghost "materialize," for
instance like Kate !{"z'ng, and then blow him tIp \\ ith ecrne of yeur 0\\"11 gunpowder?

.£..xcl.angos.

75

James Coddington of '75, is engaged in the "First National Gold Bank,' of
San Francisco. As j im ranks A. I as a chirographer and book-keeper, the
First National is fortunate in having secured his services. '
Benj. P. G. Smith of '75, is at horne in San Francisco, and may be said to
be following the occupation of a surveyor.
]. C. Moss of '78, is at Moss Landing, Monterey Bay, shipping grain for
the farmers around that seaport. We Iniss Moss more in a fight than ,at any
other time, though we have not m uch occasion now for such entertainments,
Sefior Don Ygual whom every student as well as Professor of '74, will
long- rernem ber as a true gentlemm, an Lalso 0:1 aC:JU:1t of his extraordinary
di ligence in striving to master the English language, dropped into our sanctum
the other day, and left up:-.>:1 our table a box of genuine savory Havanas.
Sefior '~fgual has just returned from Cuba whither affairs of business called
him last June, and we understand that he has made arrangements in Cuba
for direct importation by his house,of ;the SiiTIOn pure Havana and other
choice Cu ban brands of tobacco.
Last May he bought into the finn of Coho, Ygual & Co. in San Francisco.
The establishment has b ~en greatly im proved, and now two hundred work ~
men are constantly employed by the firm.
,
Sefior Ygual is a young man of much energy and we, are sure that he wi:!
make his house one of the first in the Metropolis. \Ve wish him all succes :
for he well dei e.ves it.
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Bates Student, Bates College, Lewiston, Maine.
Feua Class.c, Iowa Wesleyan Univ. Mount Pleasant, Iowa.
Index Niag arensis , Seminary of our Lady of Angels, Suspension Br idge, Nicgra Co., N.Y.
, Berkeleyan, Univ. of California, Berkeley, Cal .
.Schclast.c, University of Notre Dame, Notre Dame, Indiana.
1fesper:an Srudent, University of Nebraska, Lincoln, Neb.
[;~:ZJersi'?J' Press, U niv, of \V isconsin, Madison.Wis,
Lehigh Journal, Lehigh Univ. Bethlehem, Penn.
,'Colleg e l\~Zf)S Letter, Iowa College, Grinnell, Iowa.
:tjiz.verSl~J) llf.ssour:alt, StateUniv., Columbia, Mo.
.Alunmi Journal, Illinois Wesleyan Univ., Bloomington, Ill.
' Jj~;ad, Upper Iowa Univ., Fayette, Iowa.
.Hca ld' s Ccllege Journal, Heald's Business College, San Francisco, Cal.
Lafayeu» 111onth!v', Lafayette Col Iege'~ Easton, Penn.
Ccllege 01:0, Marietta College; l\1arietta, :Ohio.

Clpp£ngs front Contemporaries,
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~Iippinlls from

ALL THE

CANDOR

OF

YOUTH.-

Aunt Rei/a, (who has just read out
aloud '4 The Burial of Sir John
Moore,'~)-"No\V. dear, which of the
verses do yon like best."-Jack, (with
alacrity.) - "O! I know.-' Few and
short were the prayers we said.' ','~

Pen and Plough.
THE post office department 'will
soon issue a new style of postal card
which it is expected will be of better
nfaterial to write upon than the old
ones. ' A new postage stam p is also to
be issued. to postmasters under .the
rates which go into effect the first of
January next.--lT;uv. Press.

..

A~OTHER affecting extract from a
Philadelphia obituary poem has appeared. It reads:-

"Put away those little breeches,
Do not try to .mend the hole,
Little [honny will not want them,
, He has climbed the golden pole."

-Bales Student.
~ knowledge of scientific principles put in its place the key-stone in
the. last arch of the great St. Louis
bridge. The" stone" was made of
i ron, and although every other iron
. stone had exactly fitted its place, this
was found to be about one inch too
large each way. It had expanded
with the June sunshine on it. 1'0
reduce it by clipping would have taken all summer; for it is a heavy casting, weighing a good many tons. It
occurred to somebody to shrink it.
So it was put on ice; about thirty tons
- being necessary. After having Lecn

[Oct

i antnnpnraries.
in pack for twenty-four hours, it was
found to have contracted sufficiently.
It was taken out, hoisted, and dropped into its place, which it fitted to a
hair's breadth.-1Y: r. School Jour-

nal

'

The boy stood on the burning deck,
In fear of flagellation:
Over the side he dared not go,
So underwent cremation.

-Anon.
A Florida }JapeI' says that "watermelons as large as nail-kegs go hegging in Ternpa market at fifteen
cents apiece." Oh, waterrneloncholy
fact 1- Index l\~'agarenst's.
It is a wonderful change from
godless San Francisco to god-fearing Galway. In your great city the
horrid expressions, "God Almighty,'
"Jesus Christ," .etc., are rattled after
each other by brainless vulgarity,
which is a thing without a soul. In
San Francisco, going fast in a buggy,
or swearing fast in a bar-room, appeared to be, in illy time, the only
duty of man. "How are things now!"
Is decency or common sense doing
anything for '·the boysr" Will civi.ization dertroy vulgarity?
"God save you," is a sweet expression, I never heard anyone use
it in California. Here in Galway,
and in all parts of Ireland, it is the
common salutation.
'The .reply is
very musical: "God save you kindly."
There is no place like horne, where
no one supposes it an error to say,
"God bless the work l '
Poor, dear,

Clippings /ronz . Contemporaries.
warm-hearted Paddy, it was a pity to
kill the gentle spirit in you. In a
strange land you imitate the swaggering, ignorant, cowardly bullies, and
swear, An! then, why do you forget
the gentle habits of home? Why do
)'Ou forget the good old words? Re member your mother. Make music
for the white savage and stick to the
<rood
old savinzs
"God save _YOU"
b
-'
0'
,
and "God save you kindly." From
San Francisco to Galwav! It is like
ascending- from the lower to the upper
regions. Thank God I am-oat horne.

77

it was merelv a bow without a trunk.
In the stern -the old man lay asleep
on the chest.
"The troops on board were the
mounted marines,
They were divided into officers and sub-marines..
"They nailed the white feather to
the mast,
,~rrhen a din like the peeling of
three hundred oranges burst over the
depths of the sea.
"Only those who have peeled three
hun bred oranges can know what this

means,

-Irt'sh Correspondent of the "Guard.an?

"'fhe sai lor spoke:
" , Do vou know where we are? '
"The Old IVlan replied:
I can tell exactly by my magni- '
." A few minutes later and the Cap":·
ficent COOl pass .' ,
tai n's gig had been brought out.
"He opened his desk and produced , .
"Bobdillot ex~-.lained the nautical
terms for this gig. They were two ' some notes.
"He said:
shillings for the first hour, eighteen
" · This is the upper sea. A little
pence for the second. 'N aturally the
lower down is a flat, we can land t ·
Old Man began with the second.
"The captain's gig being hired was there.'
,. Day appeared. Without Martin.
immediatelv lowered , This did not
"The two Eat in the boat, a white,
alter the price. I t was a bargain. .l\ n
agreement, There are certain provi- and apparentlv, a black man. The
sions in every agreernent. These were latter could have explained this had .
he been willing.
He could have
placed in the gig. They were, a
dozen of champagne, Ires sec, a Stras- said 'I t is necessary I should be kept
burg pie, a Welch rabbit, a raspberry dark.'
"He did not say it, however. The
and currant tart, three tins of Australian meat, a refrigerator, a cut off the silence relnained" un broken. A silence once broken can never be 'I./i
joint and a sausage machine.
~, I ill now the Old Man has been
mended.
"The sailor broke it.
the distinguished passenger: now, out
"He looked fixedlv at the man in
of the light he conld no longer be distinguished. 1n the darkness a beg- the stern, and said: .
" ~ I am the brother of him you orgar is as good as a king.
','rhe start W.1S quick ly made. The dered to be pitched over.' "-(From
"ne and Three."
1\ burlesque of ·
boat got well away from the vessel.
The old man in th-e stern, the sailor Victor Hugo's novel of "Ninety
'l'hree.')-London "Punch."
who had ·volenteered in the bow.
There "as no 'luggage in the OO\V;
"
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J. Yorbu ·70.
2i Class-R,. Brenham 70..J. F. Basset 75, F. Cavagnaro 70, J. B. Chretien A. Clrrls:
tin 71, J. Cavagnaro 72. H. Dlnklage 70, H. Freudenthal 74, H. Gilmor 70, H. l\I'
Hughes 75, R. IToldpn 74. L. Harrison 70. T. Huhges 70, A. McCone 74. .J. M.

1st

It

Murphy 74..J. Olcese ~2, W. Sears 74, C. E. Stanton 71, G. Shafer 7(), J. \Volter
IT. 'Vilcox 73, M. Y'isalltvrri 71.

aa Class-A. Bowie 75, .J. Boyter 70, P. Cannon 70.. T. Donahue 72. H. Farmer 74, G.
B. Gray 71, .J. Hopkins 70, E. Holden 70, P. Murphy 75, A. McCusker 72, J. 1\{ct
'Kinnon 70; J no Scully 80, A. San.hez 70.
DRAWING.

A. Arriola 90, .J. Auzeml« 75, A. Bowie 7!'i, H. Bowie PS. F. Bnrling 75, M. Donahue
75. P Mallon 85, A. McCone J. Meyer 70, O. Orelia 70, \V. Schofield 75, G. Seifert
·75, Vidaurreta 80.
(

'T.

PIANO.

H. Bowie 80, C. Ebner 80, W. Gray 80, V. Vidaur~tta 75.
~

[Classes of tlle ·PREPARA'rOltV DEPARTMENT areomltted.]
Highest number 01 credits given, 100.
Recipients of'i,? and over only mentioned,

---------
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'l'he "Owl" Advertisln.q Supplement.

J~ 1Il~ aIJtEm~N~
H~~~II~If~ ~41(:LQ 'lt~
(Next door to lJ7ells, Itlu·uo &Y Co.'s, San tit ()lara.)

T

AI\E .S this method of announcing to the Students of Santa Clara
College, ai.d the Public ill ge:n~ritl, that he is now prepared to 'furnish neat fitti,ng snits at prices to suit t.l...) times. A large assortment of
Goods al \\Tays on hand, alia orders executed in a mauner that cauuot
fail to snit the most fastedious,
'
., .

Prices reasonable and satisfaction guaranteed.

. I Oct.

ii

o

& Co.,

Odd Fello'tl"S BU i Zrl i l1'YJ Santa Clara;
1

Have just received, direct from N(I\V York, a "t'ry large nnd new stock
.
...
' .
of n:y Goods, .

'~ents,

Youths, ~ Boys Ready-made Clothing,

A Iarge Assartment

or M~n' :~

and 11JYs' IIOJts und Shoes• .

HA1B OF ALL ](INDS.

G:;nts N tck- r:« Silk Scarfs; ~';qZtar8 Silk Hdkfs.,
Pocket Hdkfto, Shirts,L£tzen and Paper
.
Cuffs and Collars, etc., etc.
We extend a cordial invitation to the Students of
Santa Clara. College to' make an inspection of
our 1111111ense stock of new gooels, before
going to San Jose, or elsewhere.

San Jose

andy Factory.

M-L~URICE O'BI{IE~,
C

N

F A C .T U R E .R..,
387 First Street, Salt Jose. ·

GEO. B.

NICKl~E,

3fJ1 FIRST STREET, SAN JOSE.
Wholesale and Retail Dealer in

Paints, Glass, Brushes, Paper Hangings & Artists' Materials.
'Vindo,v Shades of e"ery size and deserlption made to order.

Interior Decorations: Brushes of all kinds:
Plates,' etc., etc.

Looking-glass

iii

~874··1

~

FINE

A.

\T~N.A..

A~~D

0QDQ W

THE

C 'IGAB.S:J

R E:'; OW~~ E D

HA~~EN

':I ~

~ I( ~ A :R SY ~

1: bacco.

linjorters i!l · Gtn 'a'Ji e Vuei 'a A bajo Hauana

.

~~lr .

A. Y. de Ygual , form ei ly a s tu de n t of - a n ta Cla ra Collezc, takes pl ea -nrc in annonn cing to
his fellow s tu de n rs that. he has becom e a m e m be r of the abo ve firm , an d earnest ly invites them to
call at the Factory to examine Ius Cigar ~.

\V,HJLE:.-)ALE

A:,D

RETAIL

DEA L.E _~S 1 ~ ~

Groceries, Provisions, Hurduxire , Crockerq, Aqricultural Implemente, and General .Mercharuiiee.
No .~ .

3 63, 365, 367, 3Q9 & 37 I .

MAR I P 0 S A B L 0 C K, Market S treet,
S A N JOSE_
t~t. ~~ t';; ; · ~

.

.

'

CI~Y :~~~~ jlT:fIl!ilLllBe

~ltlernhr ~OU5r~oaqlr&
'D'" M.

.

4aThlnrSt

SMITH;' Manage;r.

Orders left at the .Hotel, or at the Stable 0J'lcs1·te ~ will receice
prO}71p~

attention.

S.A.N JOSE_

~.......I\I~II\

Ii! ~ 11111'

_

...........

J

': '"~ ' :j :'.:' : :": , ,:: :"" ':'\
r:::J .,\
-::::::S:~==---===-~

-----

' __. --:,

I

I'

_

•

~

•

J

~'~T nrc -I'C 0111, 28g Sec 0 11d st.,
~ (Opposite Korth Methodist Church .)

.2~i}~1:all ufactory, Sell ter street,

-:::--===.--.,-~- - ~Z-~~~~~-7

PO-W-ER~ &

f'ti,J •

!111;, ~. '--- ~

Near .Iuliun , '''est San J()~C .

B.A..::R :NI~ Proprietor,

Statuarv, Mz ntel Pir-ces, Tombs, Fountains. Head "Ston es. and all descriptien of
Marble \Vo{·ks. Designing, Modeling, and every sty le of Wood and Stone Carving
p.o.nO~,559

iv

LOct

'l'lte "Owl" .Lldvertising Supplement.
GO TO

W

RI~~I~:arl~~~~~y
S A. N""

FOl~ the best

.,
P

LTJ

aBE"

Photographs.

Ho,v

to

Learn it,.
circular to .
1fTe..1I.~ ,
3b9 Broadway, N.Y.

~h:ren.o'~ogiY; ::;en~ stamps for
~t " ~ '_l
( ~ 1-.~arn'Ut' l n,

I

t.J

=

'

w~ JJ~ WI&SO~~
•

*

+

t~

,'J

tJ

look &!oh pdntr~
Santa Clara College, Santa Clara.

(S\~e'L~ Eef~ n.L ~J?Le r~j>o:,.L (0rr~ce, 0\ (L~
0Wc£C:,., ~aA~o 1& C(B o~'~ ffix~\e~~
(Orr~ce, lU-~f,C nle~t l\}·~Lr., ~\o-tY1Ifl ullen,L~(4n,.

From the best Manvjactu.re't8 in the East and in Europe.

Fall and inter Goods.
JOE-IN

~1.

CADY,

No. 340 Santa Clara Street, San Jose,
",

(Corner of

~econd

Street.)

Has just received the mostr-omplet « alld l,p:--t assortvd -t ock (If Foreign
and Domestic Cloths, Cassimeres and Vestings, ever hrollght
to Sail J ose to dl·li~·ht the ()Yl)~ of young: g:ellt!PlllPn.
,
"fhis gTallci Stock eousist s ill pa't of French Beavers and Cassi-

meres, Scotch and English Vestings, French Velvets and
Valencia Vestings, etc.

The "Owl" AcZvertising Supplement.

1874.]

v

D. QUILTY,
MER C HAN T

T A .I l; 0 R ,

262 Stones's N eUJ

B~tildi1'tg,

Corner of Lightstone and Santa Clara streets,
SA:rsr

JOSE_

Commercial ~ ·Saving s Sank
Ol!~

SAN JOSE.

'

Corner of First and Snnfn Clara Streets
l~t'eeive

General and Special Deposits in Gold, Silver and Currency, deal in UBonos and Legal Tenders, and do a General Banking- Business.

~

DRAVV EXCHANGE ()N
DONOHOE, KELLY, & Co., San Francisco.
hUGENE KELLY, & (~o., New York.,
(~ONSOI~IDA ')'ED BANK ( Limtred.) London.
BANI~ O~' IRELAND, Dublin.

TELEGRAPHIC TRANSFERS MADE ON NEW YORK.
Interest all )'w,;d on Time Deposit».

'A LARGE AND EI~EGANrI'

sroox or

Boys' and Youths' Suits,

.Iust received, and for sale, cheap, at

m
-~ e

'I1f

W

'?)

~

~

m

R'~

1(l)~~Q)

~p,:r~~~ ~ ~'~ ~~

San Jose.

P. D. Linville,

House, Sign, and Ornamental Painter,
SANTA CLARA.

Graining,

Marbeling,

, '

Paper-Hanging,

Whitening and C:lloring' Walls a specillity.

~Orders

promptly attended to and work guaranteed.

San Jose Clothing Store,
266 Santa CiaraStreet, San Jose,

O'BAN

AN : &

KENT,

. Merchant Tailors, Clothiers, and dealers in all kinds of Gents' Furnishing GOOCH. (
~ Lightstone Block. nea1'ly oppoosite, the Auzerais House.
v

[Oht.

Vi

,ar le · ' ~~ r

MAX. BENDER,
Professor of

Drawing, German & Spanish
at Santa Clara College,
Is prepared to give Prlrnte Lessons in
the H hove to a limited 11uiu ln-r of Pupils,
either at Santa Clara or San Jo~t'.

JOSEPH STEWART,
. ~1aiL1 st. Sautu Clara, near

t

f

idneys.

Hair Cutting, Shaving, Shampooing and Hair Dying.
Cho:ce Perfu171eJ:V ahrays on land.

Boot & - Shoemaker,
Saut« Utura.

~~Cllst.onlers ~llT)lied

at their respect.i n.~ rPRid('lls{'s .

D'R. N. I{LEIN,

Santa Clnrn Store,

,y ashington strvet Santa Clara,
(N ex t door to PORt. Office.)

and General Furnishing Goods.

.E. LAMO'RY,
MAR I P OS A

(Opposit« ~:lllta Cln rn CollPg(')

ru.d :1: ('t:lil ])(Ialel' in
Groceriv», Prov i-ious, Cig':Ir~, rrohncco , ] .iq uors, et c.,
~ All k iuds of proolur-e t nkcn ill
('Xl'II:lll~'(', 01' Plll"('It:l~t'd at )"('g'lll:lr
Mn rkct l~:It<,~.

evine & Lor- iga
1N

GI'ocPl'ie~~ I)ro\'i~'i()Il~, ·YVill e~ .
qtl()l'~. Ci ,~':lI'S rro),af.'Co , «tc. ,

dune.

S TOR E

Cor. Frank lin and Main s ts., Santa Clara.

'VI\(,kl~:de

l~ : ~

Dent.st,

No. 284, Santa Clara' sr, Sa~ Jose.

~Repairing

Pay!

AUGUST HABICH, '

1>E A I

a

Surgeon

Stoves, Tinware, Lamps, Oils,

Gents & Boys Boots made to order.
]10

Beef, Pork, Mutton, Lamb,
,
Veal, etc.

S. A. ELLIOTT & Co.,

B. HICKS,

N'o fit,

Frankl.n sl., Santa Clara,

01Iic(\ Balbaell'::; Bnildin g'.

Select brands of Cignrs, Tobacco, &r.

J1~ ·a/l,/dul,- .st.,

S~

BUfrO:B:E:RS~

a
,

Li-

No. 351. First st., San Jose.

J. C. KOPPEL, & Bro.
'YHOLESALE AXD RkTAIL DEALER 1:'"

KAST'S

~o }'ashicmuhle
322 &,

SAt\~~

3~ 'l,

Shoe Store,
.

~
~

Bush S1J 't.>et,

~RANCISCO.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _0

_

Pa,yot" Upham & Co.
Importers, Booksellers, Stationers
and Publishers,
G:lO (~

(j',!:,! \V:l~ltillgt(lll-l't)'eet,

S IN
J

F'j: ./I JV ( "" ,'" (.' ()

- -- - -- - - -- - - -- -

CHAS. BOSSERJr,

Bread and Biscuit Baker.

Fancy Pastry and Coufect.ionerv iuude to
order 011 tits shortest notice.
.
Balls and l'al'tH~8 supplied 011 rea sonab 0
0

Import ed and Domestic

H A V ANN A

C I GAR ,S.

Virginia Chewing and Smoking

terms-

Jos. Piscioli& CO.,

TOB.A..CCO-

Santa Clara Chop House,

Merchaulll Pipes.

(Ode Fellows' Building.) Franklin street.

CIGARE·TTAS, etc. etc. etc.

All the delicacies ' of the Season on Iutnd:

vii

lS74.'
Came~

ouse.

n

Fruuk.in st n -et , ~nllta

C ~Hnl

--()-

MARTI N CORCORA~, Proprietor.
-()-

Having purchased the above Hotel
from . the old , established and highlv
respected John 1-1. Cameron, I beg to
assure the Public that no effort on mv
part will be wanting to merit the un(versal esteem and patronage enjoyed
by ill Y predecessor.
-0--

Splendidly furnished suits of 1'001118
fumi lies.
A conch will be at the depot on the arrival of nil trains, to convey passengers
and their baggage to the hotel ~
AI,SO

A LIVERY STABLE
where first-class carriages and1Jng'gis~s
can be had on reasonable 1.01'1118 •

.JOHN F. TOBIN,
DEALEH IN

.

Fruits, Pipes, Nuts, Cigars, Confectionery, Tobacco, Stationery,
~nncy ~ootl.$+ ~ l)Crtatlftl, &r +'
N. ~v. C01', W(·,'<ltinyto/t &; jlponldin ::5[8.,

SANTA CLARA

LEDDY BROTHERS,
DEALERS

I~

Beef. Pork, Mutton, Yea', Lamb,
etc.,
etc.
Stall No 1, City Market, San

Jose

Grey Eagle
~·rAr~ "I"~
IJnerw
~~ H,tahle~
~
~ ~
~
.
~IRE-PROOF

BRICK

'rile best variety of

MetaHc 'Caskets, Black Walnut,
Rosewood 'and Plain Coffins' .
..\1 ways 011 huud,

'

HUILD]~

. No, 386, First st., - - SAN JOSE.

Barry & Wallace,

Hensley Block, Santa Cla:a st.,

Proprietors:

Flrrt-class Horses. Carriages and Buggies
on the most reasonable terms, Orders
promptly attended to.

Orders by teleqrap]: pru1nptly filled.
Elnbahn'illfl

dOIlP

in tile best possible
the ;:;tUtt S

'InalUte,', fO'l" ."I~, 'lpl1ten( to

aaid. eleeurhere,

Reference given.

,

[Oct,

1n.e "Owl" .LJ (lver~i8ing Supple·rnent.
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.

San Jose, Cal.

YOUN(J LADIEB' INS 171"UlE.

rr

H 1S Institution, which is incorporated according to the laws of the State. and empowered to
confer academical honors, commenced its Twenty First Annual Sesslon, O1J Monday, August
.

21st,1872.

The Course of Instruction embraces all the branches of a
thorcugb E~ucation.
.
r s u u «.
Entrance to be paid but once
$15 .00
Board find Tuition, per quarter. . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . .. 62.50
Washing, per quarter
12.50
Physicians' fees unless it mny be preferred to pay
the bi II in case of sickness, per quarter. . . . . . . . 2.50
Plano, Vocal lUlisic Drawlng and Paintlug form extra charges; but there
8 no ex tra charge for the French, Spnnlsh or Herlllan Languages, nor for Plain
Sewlne and Fancy SeefUelvork.
.
Payments are required to be made half a Session in advance.
.
. Pupils will find it much to their advantage to be present at the openIng of the
Session.

ST. MARY'S ACADEllIY, SANTA CLARA.
H IS Institution is conducted by the Sisters of Notre Dame, and was opened in August 1872
to afford those of moderate means an opportunity to procure. 1<>1' their daughters at a trifling
expense. n sound, moral and intellectual education; such as will enable them to become useful
and intelligent women.
.
:- To place the benefits of this Institution within the reach of the greater number the charge win
only be $16 Per lJlonth, payable in advance , 'There is also a
'

T

Young Ladies' Day School.
TERMS :-EIRmentary Class, per Month
~
$3 .00
Primary
., ,
"
. . . .. . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . .. 1.50
KX11lA:-French and Spanish. Lllngnagt-"R per Month .. • ~
" ... 1.00
Piano
"
..
6.00
_Plain vocal :M:.~sic
. . . . . ..
~5
Vocal Music of a higher dezree
, . . . . . . .. 200

HIBERNIA SAVING

AND

LOAN SOCIETY.

-. -

N. E. Cor. Montgomery & Market Streets, San Francisco.
OFFICEI?,foo; :

Presi.dent.-M. D. S'VEEN.Y,

I Vice President.-C. D..O'SULLIV AN .
TRUSTE1~S

M.

D.

S\VEENY,

C. D. O'SULLIVAN,
JOHN SULLIVAN,
R. J . rrOBIN

:

M. J. O'CONNOR,
P. McAHAN,

GUSrrAVE rrOUCHAHD .
JOS. A. DONAHOE, \

PETER DONOHUE.
Treasurer .. .
Attorney . . . . ..... ~

ED\VARD

~IARTIN

HICHAUD TOBIN

Remittances from the country mal be sent through Wells, Fargo & Co's Express office, or any
reliable Banking House, but the SOCIety will not be responsible for their. safe delivery. The sisma tnre of the depositor should accompany the fist deposit. A paper pass-book will be delivered to b t he
agent by whom the deosit is made.
.. ~
'. '

_.

......
Deposits Received from $2.50 upwards,
Office hours, front 9 .A.M. to 3 P.M.

